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EXPLANATORY NOTES TO THE LAND LIMITATION AND 
AGRICULTURAL LAND USE POTENTIAL MAP 

OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

I. INTRODUCTION 
On the eve of the independence of Papua New Guinea it seems appropriate to 

round off 20 years of land resource surveys by CSIRO (Haantjens 1965a, 1968) with 
the preparation of maps on a national scale dealing with geomorphology, vegetation 
and soils. Since two soil maps had already been published (Haantjens et al. 1967; 
Bleeker 1974) it was decided to concentrate on the production of a map at 
1 : 1000 000 showing the land limitations that are of particular importance to 
agriculture. The principal sources of information for this map were the 14 recon- 
naissance land system surveys (Christian and Stewart 1953; Christian 1958) in the 
Land Research Series (listed on back cover) covering nearly half of the 470 000 km2 
land mass (Fig. 1). For the remainder of the area much use was made of information 
obtained from the vegetation map (Paijmans 1975), the geomorphic map (Loffler 
1974) and reports available from the Land Utilization Section of the Department of 
Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries in Port Moresby. In areas of apparently high agri- 
cultural potential, aerial photographs and stereo mosaics made up by the Division 
of Land Use Research were also used. 

~ ~ 

The purpose of the map is to show the broad distribution of land with respect 
to terrain, wetness and soil limitations. It should be seen mainly as a general land 
inventory indicating areas requiring more detailed study. However, the map, together 
with the maps on vegetation and geomorphology, should also serve other puiposes 
related to natural resources, such as the establishment of national parks, new land 
settlement areas or road planning and other engineering assessments. Its bias towards 
commercial plantation-type agriculture is mainly the result of Papua New Guinea's 
development; in 1972 agicultural products still accounted for approximately 57% 
of its exports (Anon. 1974). Although this situation has changed with the develop- 
ment of mining ventures such as Bougainville Copper the country will rely heavily, 
at least for the next decade, on agricultural exports such as coffee, copra, cocoa, 
rubber, tea (Plate 1, Fig. I), palm oil, rice (Plate 1, Fig. 2) and pyrethrum (Plate 2, 
Fig. 1). For this reason descriptions of the mapping units, particularly those showing 
agricultural potential, are orientated towards soils. The distribution of the mapping 
units is discussed in relation to the Districts which are shown in Fig. 2. It should 
be stressed, however, that because of the scale and scarcity of information the assess- 
ment of the agricultural capability is based on a limited number of factors and might 
therefore be somewhat optimistic. 

*Division of Land Use Research, CSIRO, P.O. Box 1666, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601. 
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Fig. 1.-Areas covered by surveys of Division of Land Use Research, CSIRO. a, Vanimo; b, Aitape 
Ambunti; c, Wewak-Lower Sepik; d, Ramu-Madang; e, Goroka-Mount Hagen; f, Wabag-Tari; 
g, Morehead-Kiunga; h, Kerema-Vailala; i, Port Moresby-Kairuku; j, Eastern Papua; k, Buna- 

Kokoda; 1, Sa5a-Pongani; m, Wanigela-Cape Vogei; n, Bougainville and Buka Islands. 

Fig. 2.-Districts of Papua New Guinea. 
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11. LAND CLASSIFICATION AND MAPPING 

Of the 13 land resource reports already published by the Division of Land Use 
Research, all except one contain data on land use potential in the form of a map, a 
paper or both. In early reports, small maps mostly at a scale of 1 : 1000 000 
presented generalized groupings of land systems with classes varying from very high 
to very low agricultural potential. These ratings were assessed on the suitability class 
of the dominant land unit(s), minor units being ignored. For  this assessment the then 
best-known land capability classification developed by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) (Klingehiel and Montgomery 1961) was used as a basis. This 
system was modified slightly for tropical environments by Haantjens (1963) to 
incorporate tree crops and wet rice cultivation. 

The latest survey reports have used a completely different system developed by 
Haantjens.* The most important features of this system are: 

(1) the land is classified separately into four different kinds of agricultural use 
and is thus much more specific; 

(2) each mapping unit as a whole is weighted based on the suitability of each 
unit according to a sliding scale; and 

(3) more than one limitation or hazard will lower the overall capability class 
more than one single factor.? 

This system gives a much better indication of the mean capability of each 
mapping unit. However, although developed for reconnaissance surveys it is still too 
detailed for an overall land capability map of Papua New Guinea which is restricted 
to a limited number of map colours. Haantjens's system also requires a semi-detailed 
breakdown of the mapping units (e.g. crest, moderate slope, foot slope, valley, etc.) 
which, with only about half of the country previously covered by land system surveys, 
would have been an impossible task in the time available. 

I t  was therefore decided to develop a slightly different mapping system which 
uses the most relevant parts of both Haantjens's and the USDA systems. The main 
departure from the USDA system is that the land is not classified into one of eight 
classes, but is simply arranged into classes according to the factor ratings. An 
explanation of these factor ratings is given in Table 1. Ratings have been ordered, 
somewhat arbitrarily, from left to right according to the importance of the factor, 
erodibility (steepness of slope) being considered the most important and soil reaction 
the least important. The map reference is arranged similarly, but starts with the 
'least' important factor and lowest rating (the best land) and the ratings increase 
gradually further down the reference. Map symbols represent single letters of ratings 
up to a maximum of four letters. The first (capital) letter indicates the highest and/or 
most important factor rating of the mapping unit. Map colours are arranged accord- 
ing to the most important (&st) factor of a similar rating. 

The general overall suitability for arable crops (C), tree crops (T), improved 
pastures (P) and flooded rice (I) is also given in the map reference. This assessment 

* Hnnmms, H. A. (1969).-A~icultural land classification for New Guinea laud resoul.ces 
surveys, 2nd (revised) Ed. CSIRO Aust. Div. Land Res. Tech. Memo. No. 6914 (unpublished). 

t In other words two hazards in Class 2 and onc in Class 3 might give an overall assessment in 
Class 4, while in the USDA system the land would still be in Class 3. 
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is based on general assumptions, such as that tree cropping leads to less erosion than 
arable cropping on the same kind of land and that arable crops require less well- 
drained soils than tree crops. Suitability levels are indicated in letter symbols from 
VH (very high) to N (nil). Since there is such a variety in the environmental conditions 
of both arable and tree crops these have been further subdivided iuto four altitudinal 
classes: I = lowland (0-600 m), 2 = mid altitude (600-1200 m), 3 = llighland 
(1200-1800 m) and 4 = high altitude (1800-2400 111). Limitations of scale and the 
number of mapping units that can be shown have made it ilnpossible to present these 
classes on the map; they are indicated by subscripts in the map reference. A list 
of the most common crops grown in Papua New Guinea, with their main ecological 
aspects, is given in Appendix I. The assessment of the suitability levels according to 
factor ratings is given in Tablc 2. Table 3 shows how the overall suitability of the 
mapping units is determined for units with more than one factor rating. I t  should 
be stressed that in this assessment econo~nic and social factors such as accessibility, 
population and land ownership are not considered. 

In the map reference only dominant factor ratings can be displayed; 'dominant' 
is arbitrarily defined as covering an estimated area of > 60 %. Where no factor rating 
is dominant in the mapping unit the most important one is given. A shortcoming of 
this system is that in some cases relatively large total percentages (e.g. 30%) of land 
with high potential within a mapping unit which as a whole might be unsuitable for 
agriculture are not shown on the map. However, experience has shown that when 
this occurs the i~ldividual areas are relatively small in size and therefore unsuitable 
for plantation agriculttilre. Examples of this are mountain valleys surrounded by 
steep slopes that are too small to map out individually, or intricate patterns of poorly 
drained and well-drained land with fertile alluvial soils. Because of the mapping 
scale small areas of 'uniform' land could seldom be mapped either, as the smallest 
size of a mapping unit on a map at 1 : 1000 000 is approximately 41n1n2, which 

~~~ 
means that areas of less than 1600 ha (3952 ac) cannot be shown. 

Most factors shown in Table 1 are relatively easy to determine in the field. In 
areas where no site data are available vegetation and land form interpretation or 
measurements from aerial photographs have to be used. Slope steepness (E)* can 
be measured on aerial photographs by using a stereo dip comparator (van der Bent 
1969). Rockiness and stoniness (R) on the surface can be measured adequately in the 
field only by using percentage charts, although experience has shown that some infor- 
mation can be obtained when rock types are kuown. For instance, in limestone areas 
surface stones and rocks are very common on moderate to steep slopes, whilst on 
mudstones and siltstones they rarely occur. Determination of soil drainage (D) is 
assessed primarily from the degree and depth of gleying of the soil in the field and 

* In this paper slope steepness is equated with erodibility. This is of course a simplification, 
although in general these two factors will be relaled. However, erosion rates are known to vary 
strongly with soil type and/or parent material. For instance, strongly weathered friablc clay soils 
(lateritic soils) in Indonesia are known to be much less susceptible to erosion than quartz-slit rich 
soils derived from marlstone (van Dijk and Ehrencron 1949). 
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in cases of ground water gleying also from the depth of the water-table. However, 
general drainage indications can also be obtained by extrapolation of vegetation 
characteristics (see below). 

Flooding and inundation (F) are used as separate terms. Flooding is the over- 
flow of moving water which either erodes or deposits material; it generally lasts less 
than 15 days and usually comes from nearby rivers. The term 'inundation' refers to 
slowly rising and abating water on the land surface; it does not erode or deposit 
material and call be caused by rain, rising ground water or spent flood water and it 
generally lasts more than 15 days. Occasional flooding is defined as the occurrence of 
a flood once in 1-3 years, frequent flooding when it occurs more often. Deep devas- 
tating floods are those over 1 m deep causing much deposition and/or scouring of the 
land.surface. Both flooding and inundation are hazards that are very difficult to assess 
during a short survey. 

TABLE 3 
DBTBRMNATION OF OVERALL SUlTAULITY OF MAPPING UNITS POR ARABLE CROPS (C), TREE CROPS (T), 
lMFROVE0 PASTURES (P) OR FLOODED RICE (I) FROMSWTABILITY LEVELS OF INDIVIDUAL FACTOR RATMGS 

AS DETERMINED IN TABLE 2 

Overall Overall 
Individual suitability suitability Individual suitability suitability 

A good general indication of drainage conditions and sometimes also of flooding 
can often be obtained by extrapolation of vegetation characteristics on aerial photo- 
graphs when no field data are available. For instance, swamp forest is usually small- 
crowned, Melaleuca swamp forest indicates inundation hazards as well as a monsoonal 
climate, and sago palm patches indicating swampy conditions are usually also recog- 
nizable on aerial photographs. A meander scroll pattern of ridges and swales with 
alternating forest and grassland indicates frequent flooding. Much information on 
photo-inte~pretation of vegetation for land evaluation is given by Paijmans (1970). 

All 1 
One 2, rest 1 2 
Two 2, rest 1 2 
Three 2, rest 1 3 
Four 2, rest 1 3 
Five 2, rest 1 4 
One 3, rest 1 3 
One 3, ane 2, rest ! 3 
One 3, two 2, rest 1 4 
One 3, three 2, rest 1 4 
One 3, four 2, rest 1 5 
Two 3, rest 1 4 
Two 3, one 2, rest 1 4 
Two 3, two 2, rest 1 5 
Two 3, three 2, rest 1 5 
Three 3, rest 1 5 
Three 3, one 2, r k t  1 5 

Three 3, two 2, rest 1 Nil 
One 4, rest 1 4 
One 4, one 2, rest 1 4 
One 4, two 2, rest 1 5 
One 4, three 2, rest 1 5 
One 4, one 3, rest 1 5 
One 4, one 3, one 2, rest 1 5 
One 4, one 3, two 2, _rest i N O  
One 4, two 3, rest 1 Nil 
Two 4, rest 1 Nil 
One 5, rest 1 5 
One 5, one 2, rest 1 5 
One 5, two 2, rest 1 Nil 
One 5, one 3, rest 1 Nil 
One 5, one 4, rest 1 Nil 
Two 5, rest 1 Nil 
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Some data on soil reaction (A) and salinity hazards (S) can be obtaiued also by 
vegetation extrapolation from aerial photographs. In Papua New Guinea saline 
soils always occur in mangrove areas and weakly saline soils usually occur 
in brackish environments characterized by nypa palm vegetation. Both these 
types of vegetation are usually easily distinguishable on aerial photographs. Soils 
in the saline environment (mangroves) are also alkaline. Alkaline soils are also 
often found in areas with seasonal climates (savanna vegetation) on young alluvial 
deposits. A typical example of this is the Port Moresby-Kairuku area where the 
alkaline soil reaction has been attributed by Scolt (1965) to cyclic salt; the soils show 
a tendency to increase in acidity away from the coast. However, in the southern part 
of the Western District, which is also characterized by a seasonal climate, acid to 
strongly acid soils prevail as a result of deep, strong weathering of Pleistocene 
sediments (Bleeker 1971). This shows that care should be taken when extrapolating 
from aerial photographs and that geology and geomorphological processes should 
also be taken into account. A typical example of this, involving geology and land form 
history, is given by Haantjens (1967) for the Musa alluvial plain. Here soils occur 
which are weakly acid to neutral near the surface and alkaline and calcareous at 
depths below 1 m. Although this could be due to leaching, it can be explained also 
by alterations in the deposition of calcareous and non-calcareous sediments of the 
Musa River. This river acquires calcareous deposits from its eastern tributaries above 
the Musa gorge and non-calcareous material from its western branches. Variations 
in the rates of denudation of the source areas could therefore alter the nature of the 
river sediments in the coastal plain. 

Field experience has shown that highland soils and soils on recent alluvium and 
volcanic ash are usually weakly acid. Limestone and coral reef soils are usually 
weakly acid to neutral in the topsoil with the pH value increasing gradually to neutral 
or weakly alkaline in the subsoil. Landscapes that are recognizable on aerial photo- 
graphs as having strongly weathered rocks, such as low accordant ridges, will have 
acid soils. 

Information on fertility (N) is very limited in the land resources reports. Most 
earlyreports contain some information on cation exchange capabilities, claymineralogy 
and nitrogen levels. In later surveys nutrient levels have been assessed from nitrogen, 
phosphorus (available) and potassium (available) contents. Because of the limited 
data only two levels, 'apparently relatively fertile' and 'appears to have low fertility', 
have been used. However, where available, more detailed information is given in 
the descriptions of the mapping units. General fertility indications can also be 
obtained in the field from crop performances in gardens or plantations. 

Drought risks (M) can have serious effects on crops, particularly when arable 
crops are grown. Although most of Papua New Guinea is characterized by high 
rainfall there are low-rainfall areas with a pronounced seasonal climate. These 
areas are shown in Fig. 3 (from Ford 1974). In these areas some form of depletion 
of the soil moisture regime is likely to occur during the dry season, particularly in 
shallow soils and/or soils with coarse textures. Soil moisture storage and water 
surplus data for four stations with variable rainfall and seasonality in south-east 
Papua have been calculated by McAlpine (1973) by a simple weekly water balance 
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model (McAlpine 1970), assuming a 100-mrn maximum available soil water storage 
capacity. Results indicate thatweeks withlow levels of soilmoisture storage, and hence 
possible plant stress, occur rarely or never at all stations during the wettest quarter 
of the year, but that during the drier periods soils, it1 stations with low rainfall and a 
seasonal distribution, show considerable or even total depletion of moisture. Most 
soils, however, have available water storage capacities higher than 100 mm and 
therefore soil water stress is likely to occur only in areas with a low rainfall and 
seasonal climate. On the other hand, as shown in Appendix I, certain arable and 
tree crops are better suited to climatic conditions with drier seasons for ripening, 
flowering, fruiting and harvesting and tbese areas therefore appear most suitable 
for these particular crops. 

Fig. 3.-Areas with low annual rainfall (after Ford 1974). 

Altitnde (L) limitations are given because of the effects of temperature and 
increasing wetness on crops and pasture growth. The 2400-m (8000-ft) contour is 
considered to be the upper growth limit for arable and tree crops. Whenever possible, 
a more detailed breakdown is given in the mapping unit descriptions and map 
reference. 

From the above it must be clear that significant information on environmental 
factors can be obtained solely from air-photo interpretation. 
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1%'. DESCRIPTION OF MAPPING UNITS 

(a) Land with No Limitations 

(i) Map Symbol 0.-This mapping unit covers 4960 km2. I t  occurs in many 
districts butis most common in the Madang, Northern and Central Districts. 

It consists of alluvial and ash-covered plains, fans and very gently sloping foot 
slopes of volcanoes. Tall, large-crowned forest is the most common vegetation, 
although extensive areas with grassland and secondary vegetation are also found. 

A network of relatively narrow alluvial valleys up to 3 km wide and consisting 
mainly of terraces and minor flood-plains is found in the Madang District. Terraces 
make up the majority of the valleys and are covered by Recent alluvial soils which 
are mainly fine- to very fine- over coarse- to medium-textured. Their soil reaction 
tends to be between 6 and 7 but may be as high as 8 or as low as 5.5. The ffood- 
plains are limited by poor drainage and occasional flooding. 

In the Northern District some relatively large areas are found on the fans near 
Pongani and in the Musa basin, and on volcanic plains in the vicinity of Mt Lamington. 
The composite alluvial fans near Pongani on the coast are composed of alluvium 
derived from volcanic rocks, and consist mainly of active and inactive fan slopes. 
Friable dark brown weakly acid stratified alluvial soils are dominant. On the inactive 
fan slopes these soils have sandy clay to clay textures and thick dark topsoils and are 
locally imperfectly drained. Similar soils but with loam to clay loam topsoils over 
coarse sandy to clayey subsoils occur on the active fan slopes. Coarse textures might 
well cause slight moisture deficiencies in some of these soils. The Musa basin fans 
consist mainly of lower and upper fan slopes and have dominantly weakly acid dark 
brown and brown firm clay soil susually with tluck dark topsoils. Parts of the upper 
slopes are limited by minor erosion hazards due to steeper slopes and also varying 
amounts of gravel. Active fans also fo~mpar t  of the mapping unit in the Musa basin 
but these are too gravelly to be suitable for any agricultural use. North of Mt 
Lamington there is a large dissected volcanic plain, covered by water-transported 
recent andesitic ash. The plain consists of elongated flat surfaces 80-800 m wide and 
separated by shallow rounded gullies or by steep-sided stream valleys. Here the soils 
are neutral weathered brown ash soils, with dark brown to dark yellow-brown 
firm clay or sandy clay horizons below slightly coarser-textured very dark topsoils. 
The weathered parent material generally occurs at a depth of 1-1.5 m and is 
slightly coarser-textured than the B horizon. Similar soils but with mottled 
subsoils and thicker dark topsoils also occur locally. West of Mt Lamington in the 
Yodda-Kokoda fault trough valley Recent alluvial plains and 'wedge-shaped' 
terrace remnants are found. The alluvial plains consist of material derived mainly 
from the Owen Stanley metamorphics on which medium- and coarse-textured soils 
have formed. Their soils have a loam to clay topsoil gradually merging into a 
coarser-textured subsoil or have a sandy loam texture throughout. They are locally 
stony and on steeper sloping areas are subject to minor erosion hazards. Some 
moisture deficiencies might also occur in the coarser-textured alluvial soils. The 
terrace remnants consist of Pleistocene alluvial and coUuvial material covered by 
weathered volcanic ash. They slope very gently to gently and form two clearly defined 
levels. Ash soils with a very dark friable loam topsoil merging into a clay loam or 
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sandy clay loam subsoil are dominant. The subsoil is dark brown to olive-brown in 
the upper 60 cm and yellow-brown to light olive-brown in the lower part. These 
soils have clay minerals dominated by amorphous material and vermiculite 
with minor kaolinite, quartz and feldspar. 

Limited information is available on the Central and Milne Bay Districts which 
have been covered only by a very broad reconnaissance survey (Blake et al. 1973). 
Two relatively small areas have also been surveyed in more detail by the Land 
Utilization Section of the Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries.* The 
mapping unit in these districts consists mainly of well-drained alluvial plains. The 
largest part (approximately 60-70 %) of this plain forms an upper back plain 3-10 m 
above the main river and has stratified alluvial soils of variable textures usually with 
thick dark topsoils. Soils are mainly weakly acid to neutral and gravelly horizons 
are locally common. These gravelly horizons are former deposits of the fast-flowing 
braided rivers. Lower imperfectly drained back plains cover about 20-30 % of the 
mapping unit and are subject to occasional flooding. The rest of the unit is made up 
of river channel, both old and recent, associated with poorly drained soils and 
occasional flooding. 

In the West Sepik District this mapping unit consists of fan plains together 
with minor back plains and levees along streams. Fan plains cover approximately 
70% of the area. Both fan plains and levees have strongly stratfied hut usually very 
friable loamy alluvial soils. However, textures range from gravelly loam to silty heavy 
clay in both topsoil and subsoil. 

In New Britain the unit has been surveyed extensively by the Land Utilization 
Section of the-Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries (Hartley et a?. 1967) 
and a general account of the'soils has been provided by F. P. Aland (personal com- 
munication). The coastal and alluvial plains mapped in New Britain have been 
derived from ash deposits of a volcanic belt of which several members are quiescent, 
but sporadic emissions still occur. Soil development reflects the multiplicity of ash 
deposits which vary in composition and thickness. Generally the soils are medim- 
textured and well drained and overlie coarser-textured ash deposits which have a 
high -water-holding capacity. Apparent fertility is moderate but there is a large 
mineral reserve. Depth of weathering is dependent upon age and some alluvial sorting. 
Organic manuring is necessary to maintain fertility after removal of the forest cover. 
Minor inclusions of thin siliceous hardpans may occur hut root penetration can be 
effected if this layer is disturbed physically. Slight inundation and seasonal high 
water-tables may occur in some areas. The volcanic ash soils of the Cape Hoskins 
area in New Britain have been described by Bleeker and Parfitt (1974). 

No information is available about the areas mapped on Karkar, Long and 
Umboi Islands, but these are expected to consist of young volcanic ash soils of 
moderate to high fertility very similar to those soils described for New Britain. 

Although considered to be land with a very high agricultural potential, the 
accessibility and size of the areas are still important considerations in deciding its 
final capabiity. The narrow alluvial valleys, for instance in the Madang District, are 

* WILLJAMS, B. G., and &AND, F. P. (1959).40il survey report of the Mori-Bamguina area; 
VAN WIJK, C. L. (1954).-Report on soil survey Kemp Welch River area. (Unpublished.) 



not very accessible and have only small terraces. Similarly the Musa basin fans are 
relatively inaccessible. Large parts of these fans will also disappear under water if 
the Musa River hydroelectric scheme goes ahead (Haantjens, personal communication 
1974). Tlie suitability for flooded rice is expected to be at least one level tower in 
areas with rapidly permeable soils. 

(h) Laid ~ ~ d t l r  Soils of Low Fe~fil i ty 

(i) Map Sj,rnbo/ Na (mtings n,a, or n,).-This mapping unit covers 3210 kmz 
and occurs in many areas all over Papua New Guinea (Plate 2, Fig. 2). It is charac- 
terized by very gently sloping to almost level stable surfaces such as fans, terraces 
and volcanic foot slopes on which weathering has produced acid and/or infertile soils. 

By far the largest area of this mapping unit is found in the Bougainville District 
where il comprises volcano-alluvial fans traversed by terraced valleys of streams. 
These faus, which have a slope of 0.5-24 consist of dark grey-browu alluvial sand, 
in which rounded gravel and stones may be present, overlaid by a layer of volcanic 
ash 3 M 5  cm thick. This ash layer has a very dark brown humic crumbly fine sandy 
loam horizon merging into dark brown to dark yellowish brown loamy fine sand. 
The soils are weakly acid throughout and have a rapid permeability, and the cation 
exchange capacities iudicate that they have low fertility (Scott 1967). 

Considerable parts of this mapping unit occur on the alluvial and colluvial fans 
of the West Sepik District. These fans are all covered by tall forest and assessed to 
have high to very high [orest resources. Although mapped in the same unit, the eastern 
part of the mapping unit has better drainage conditions than the western part. In 
the eastern part the slightly dissectcd alluvial and few coUuvial fans are well drained 
except for some imperfectly drained land on the lower fan surfaces which is probably 
caused by seepage from the higher surfaces. Strongly developed acid clay to heavy 
clay soils with coarser-textured friable loam to clay surface soils occur on the eastern 
fans together with uniform-textured acid clay loam to silty clay soils. They have low 
to moderate nitrogen and low to very low available phosphorus and potassium 
contents. In the western part of the mapping unit the soils show a clear tendency to 
become more developed from south to north away from the mountain front. Farthest 
from the mountains there are soils similar to those described above for the eastern 
part of the unit. On the middle fan sectors soils are less strongly developed and less 
acid and are imperfectly drained because of the slowly permeable subsoils. Soil data 
from close to the mountains indicate young soils with variable textures and drainage 
conditions. Low nitrogen and very low available phosphorus and potassium contents 
are characteristic of these soils. No iuformation is available on the areas mapped 
near the Green River in the West Sepik District. 

I11 the Northern District the unit is found on plains covered by tall forest but 
there is also a considerable area consisting of narrow rounded or flat roughly parallel 
ridges with moderate slopes and shallow soils which are unsuitable for agriculture. 
Both plains and ridges, however, have similar strongly weathered uniform-textured 
acid to strongly acid red clay soils with dark brown topsoils 10-15 cm thick. They 
have low cation exchange capacities in relation to clay content and very low phos- 
phorus contents, while the clay miuerals are dominantly kaolinite, gibbsite or 
halloysite. 
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South of the Ramu valley in the Madang District (Plate 2, Fig. 2) the unit 
consists of little-dissected fan and terrace surfaces covered by grassland and built 
up of cobble and boulder gravel on which strongly weathered red and brown clay soils 
have formed. The flat upper fan surfaces usually have a dark very friable clay loam 
topsoil 35-50 cm thick merging into a friable to firm clay subsoil which is often rather 
stony. More dissected parts of the fans and the terrace surface have a brown friable 
to firm clay loam topsoil 15-25 cm thick overlying a reddish firm clay to heavy clay 
topsoil which is 1 In or more thick. The soil reaction in both soils decreases from 
weakly acid near the surface to acid and strongly acid in tlie subsoil. The fertility is 
assessed to be very low to low. 

The area mapped near Lae in the Morobe District also consists of fans. How- 
ever, except for a small area mapped in the Bulu River area approximately 25 km 
east of Lae,* no information is available on tlie soils. In this area deep medium- 
textu~.ed friable soils occur with interbedded sandy layers. These soils are well 
drained, acid to weakly acid aud generally have thin topsoils (< 10 cm). However, 
considelable areas also have poorly to very poorly drained soils that are subject to 
flooding near rivers and have sandy and stony surface layers. Data on fertility 
(M. F. W. Zijsvclt, personal colnmunication 1974) indicate low to medium nitrogen, 
low phosphorus and high potassium contents. 

In the Chimbu District the unit covers tlie very geutly sloping foot slopes of 
the volcanoes of Mt Karimui and Mt Soaru at altitudes between 600 and 1200 m, 
with soils developed on parent material of Pleistocene volcanic origin. On Mt 
Karimui they are weakly acid uniform-textured loam to sandy loam soils usually 
with thick dark topsoils and buried A horizons frequently occurring at depths below 
40 cm. The Mt Soaru soils have been surveyed by the Land Utilization Section of 
the Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries.t They have been described as 
highly leached very deep friable dark brown clays and therefore appear much more 
w e a t h a d  than the Mt  Karimui soils. Three sojls sampled in the ML Soaru area 
showed the same characteristics, although their textmes were described as sandy clay 
loam. Soil fertility data of tlic Bomai (Soaru) soil survey showed a high fertility only 
in the top few centimetres of the profiles, the subsoils being heavily leached of 
calcium, magnesium and potassium, while only small amouuts of available phosphorus 
were present. The results of 20 samples taken from topsoils and subsoils in the Mt 
Karimui area indicate a general high llitrogeu content in the topsoil while available 
phosphorus varies between very low and low and the potassiuln content is usually 
between low and moderate in both topsoil and subsoil. The low fertility of these ash 
soils, which has also been found in other ash-covered areas, is surprising in view of 
the luxuriant vegetation and 'very good looking' subsistence crops growing on these 
soils. It  seems possible that these crops obtain some plant uutrients from rapidly 
weatheriug volcanic glass. The good physical soil condition, especially high friability 
which enhances rooting, might also be of importance. 

No inforlnatiou is available on the areas mapped in New Britain, New Ireland 
and the Milne Bay District. 

* Notes a n  Bukaua by M. F. W. Zijsvclt (impublished). 
t Soil survey of theBomai area by A. Ilartley and F. P. Aland, J~me-July 1962 (rmpublished). 
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Generally this land is considered to have a high capability for arable crops, 
tree crops, improved pastures and flooded rice. An exception is the Chimbu District 
where the mapping unit occurs mainly at altitudes between 600 and 1200 m and the 
suitability for flooded rice is considered moderate. The low to very low fertility 
is the most serious general limitation. Physical soil conditions appear to be good, 
except for the most western fans in the West Sepik District. Some areas Like the 
Ramu valley and Karimui area are at present inaccessible. 

(c) Sliglztly Stony andlor Rocky Land 

(i) Map Symbol R (rating r,).-This mapping unit covers 1030 krnz and occurs 
in the Northern and Milne Bay Districts. It consists of the smooth to undulating foot 
slopes of Mt Lamington covered by Recent andesitic ash deposits and a large coastal 
area of very gently sloping to level Recent alluvial plains located in the Collingwood 
Bay area. Tall large-crowned forest is the most common vegetation. 

A flat to undulating plain with many Small rounded depressions and small 
streams forms by far the largest conlponent of this land in the Mt Lamington area. 
Soils consist of medium-textured brown ash soils with thick dark friable sandy clay 
loam to clay loam topsoils merging into stratified loamy sand and coarse volcanic 
sand that locally contains much gravel and stones. Shallow buried topsoils are present 
in some localities. Vermiculite is the dominant clay mineral with some accessory 
kaolinite and amorphous material. The soil reaction is generally about 6.0. 

Extensive alluvial plains covering both Northern and Milne Bay Districts 
between Mt Victory and Cape Vogel consist predominantly of stratified coarse- 
textured soils in the western part and medium-textured soils in the eastern part. 
The coarse-textured soils have very friable sandy loam to loamy sand topsoils merging 
into sand and loamy sand subsoils. The mediun-textured soils have sandy loam to 
clay loam textures with occasional layers of sand and clay. Silt loam and silty clay 
loam are the most common textures, the majority of profiles having rather uniform 
textures. Very little is known about the fertility of these soils, but they are expected 
to be moderately fertile. Data for two medium-textured alluvial soils show moderate 
nitrogen and low exchangeable potassium contents. Soil reaction varies between 
weakly acid and neutral. 

This mapping unit has a very big11 suitability for tree crops and improved 
pastures, a high capability for arable crops and moderate capability for flooded rice. 
The occasional presence of stones on the land is the only limitation in most of the 
mapping area, and these can be removed without difXculty. The rapidly permeable 
soils make the land less suitable for growing paddy rice. In the coastal plain stoniness 
occurs most often along the foot of the mountains. The best land is found in the Mt 
Lamington area and in the eastern part of the coastal plain. The eastern part is rated 
slightly higher than the western because stoniness appears less and soils are less 
susceptible to drying out than those in the west. However, this land might be liable to 
periods of droughtiness in exceptionally dry years. Both areas appear fairly accessible. 

(ii) Map Symbol Rna (~atiilgs r,n,a,).-This mapping unit covers only one 
area of 70 km2 located in the Northern District. I t  consists of forested dissected 
very gently sloping plains covered by sub-Recent to Pleistocene alluvium. The very 
limited information indicates strongly weathered soils with dark clay loam topsoils 
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overlying a clayey subsoil which is strong brown in colour in the upper part and red- 
brown in the lower part. The weathered parent material is a strong brown clay loam. 
They are acid to strongly acid soils and their low exchange capacities and base 
saturation indicate a low fertility (Haantjens 1964). 

The frequent presence of stones on the surface, which can easily be cleared, is 
the most serious limitation. The land is considered to have a high to moderate capa- 
bility for tree crops and pastures, a moderate capability for flooded rice andmoderate 
to low capability for arable crops. 

(d) Land at Altitudes between 1200 and 2400 m 

(i) Map Syi17bol La (ratings l,a,).-This mapping uuit covers 270 kin2 in the 
Western and Southern Highlands Districts. I t  is composed of dissected valleys and 
associated coll~ivial fans with material derived from volcanic ash, lava and greywacke. 

In the Southern Highlands most of the unit forms undulating plains up to 2 km 
wide, mainly between 1200 and 1800 m. Moderately and steeply sloping terrain and 
terraces also occur as minor components in this landscape. The soils are acid humic 
brown clay soils generally showing a slight increase in clay content with depth and 
having well-developed black to very darlc grey-brown topsoils. Data on the soils of 
the Sugu valley (M. F. W. Zijsvelt, personal communication 1974) indicate moderate 
to low fertility, the nitrogen content being moderate, phosphorus very low and 
potassium moderate. The valley fill material is underlain by limestone which 
commonly shows surface depressions as the result of solution and is often also 
associated with slumping. 

In the Western Highlands the unit consists largely of terraces, us~~ally sloping 
less than 5" but becoming steeper in the headwater sections where the land may also 
become stony. This land occurs mainly at altitudes between 1800 and 2400 m. The 
soils are similar to those described above, but appear moderately fertile (Rutherford 
and Haantjens 1965) and are often somewhat limited by imge~fect drainage 
conditions: 

This mapping unit is assessed to havc a high capability for arable crops and 
improvcd pastures, a high to low capability for tree crops and no capability for 
flooded rice. However, altitude considerably limits the choice of arable and tree 
crops, particularly in the Western Highlands District. 

(e) Land Subject to Slight Dro~~ght  Risks 

(i) Map Symbol M (rating m,).--This mapping unit covers 1640 km2 and occurs 
mainly as a long narrow coastal strip between Madang and Finschhafen in the 
Morobe and Madang Districts (Plate 3). Two fairly large areas are also found in the 
Central District. It is restricted to low-rainfall areas with a pronounced dry season 
and often shallow soils. 

In both the Madang and Morobe Districts it consists of a spectacular set of 
uplifted coral terraces rising over 600 m above sea-level and also of slightly dissected 
delta fans. The terraces f o ~ m  flat to very gently sloping platfo~ms very variable in 
width and separated from each other by stepped rocky surfaces. Except for the areas 
close to Madang and Sialum little illformation is available on the soils. Shallow 
soils (rendzinas) consisting of a very black to very dark brown very friable 
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loam to clay loam topsoil 10-30 cm thick overlying limestone or coral detritus 
occur on the lowest terraces. These soils usually have a weakly acid to neutral 
soil reaction but may also be alkaline. Higher in the sequence soils become much 
more developed and deeper as shown by their red to reddish brown clayey very 
friable B horizons with strong subangular blocky structures (terra rossas). Hard 
rock is usually encountered at depths between 40 and 60 cm in these soils. On the 
highest terraces the platforms tend to reach the greatest width reflecting relatively 
stable periods during the uplift. Imperfectly to poorly drained plastic to very plastic 
clay to heavy clay soils with thick dark topsoils occur on these terraces. They are 
weakly acid to neutral and very slowly permeable. The fans form flat to gently undula- 
ting surfaces partly dissected by winding narrow creeks. They usually have deep 
soils with black to very dark grey-brown topsoils overlying gravelly subsoils. 
They are usually fine-textured, weakly acid and moderately permeable. Vegetation 
is dominantly grassland. 

Well- to inlpcrfectly drained stable alluvial plains with Recent stratilied alluvial 
soils are found in the Central District. Back plains, mainly with medium- and/or 
he-textured weakly acid to neutral soils, cover most of this area. The vegetation 
consists of large-crowned forest whicb has high timber volumes. 

No information is available on the areas mapped in the Bougainville and Milne 
Bay Districts which comprise uplifted coral reef islands. 

Drought risk, together with the fact that shallow soils are frequently found on 
the lowest coral terraces, are the main limitations for agriculture in this mapping unit, 
the fertility probably being moderately high. I t  is assessed to have a very high 
capability for flooded rice and a high capability for arable crops, tree crops and 
improved pastures. Areas in the Central District appear to have the highest potential. 
On the higher coral terraces there appear to be considerable areas with imperfectly 
to poorly drained soils which are very difficult to improve because of the very slow 
pe~meability. Much of this land is at present used for grazing. However, experience 
has shown (H. Wiederholt, personal communication 1973) that some cattle are lost 
during the wet season because they become bogged in oversaturated soils. The 
sharp, jagged limestone outcrops which are very common along the terrace edges are 
also a serious hazard for grazing cattle. Althougll the unit is assessed to have a 
very high capability for flooded rice it should be noted that on the coral terraces 
irrigation water is relatively scarce and difficult to obtain. 

(ii) Map Symbol Mn (ratings m,n,).-This mapping unit covers 1600 km" It  
occurs in many widely scattered areas all over Papua New Guinea but is conlined 
mainly to the Central and Northern Districts. The soil moisture deficiencies charao 
teristic of this mapping unit are induced mainly by a seasonal climate, but are also 
caused by the sandy nature or shallowness of the soils. 

In the Gulf, Central, Milne Bay and both Sepik Districts this mapping unit 
covers littoral plains consisting of well- to imperfectly drained beach ridges and flat 
plains often separated by swampy swales. The beach ridges amount to by far the 
largest area and typically have sandy soils with little or no profde development, 
although near Malalaua in the Gulf District a beach plain is found covered by a thin 
veneer (approximately 30-60 cm) of medium-textured alluvium. The beach ridges 
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consist of soils with weakly acid to neutral dark friable sandy loam topsoils and 
neutral to weakly alkaline sandy subsoils. 

Some data on fertility in the West Sepik District iudicate that the nitrogen 
content increases inland and is generally low to very low on the frontal ridges but 
moderate on most inland ridges. Available phosphorus is generally high but decreases 
to moderate inland, while potassium is generally low to very low inland. These beach 
ridges become less pronounced inland and also clearly show more profile develop- 
ment with age, this being reflected in the thickness of the topsoil, browner subsoils 
and increase in acidity. Because of their sandy nature they have a low fertility. Tall 
large- to medium-crowned forest covers most of the higher-rainfall areas, while wood- 
land is found in areas with seasonal climates. 

In the Northern District north-east of Mt Lanlington and in the vicinity of Mt 
Victory the mapping unit consists of slightly dissected volcanic grass plains with 
water-transported volcanic sands of andesitic composition. Soil formation is only 
slight and is restricted to the development of a black very friable topsoil. Soil reaction 
is weakly acid in the topsoil increasing gradually to neutral with depth. Although 
these are ash soils, they appear to be of low fertility (see subsection (b)(i)). 

In both Sepik Districts areas consisting of raised coral reefs occur also, and 
although they have a different soil reaction they have been included within this unit 
because they are small. In the most easterly part of the East Sepik District they have 
been described as having dark to very dark wealcly alkaline clay to heavy clay soils 
15-60 cm thick. In the West Sepik District, however, the coral platforms near 
Vanirno have slightly developed dark alkaline coarse-textured soils 50-75 cm thick. 

In the Bougainville Distlict the mapping unit consists mainly of coral platforms 
and less common tidal flats. These coral platforms have shallow greyish brown loamy 
soils with dark topsoils (rendzinas). Shallow alkaline peaty sands occur on the tidal 
flats. 

No information is available on the soils of the Wau and Bulolo fans in the 
Morobe District. 

Generally the agricultural potential of this mapping unit is assessed to be high 
for improved pastures and flooded rice and high to moderate for arable crops and 
tree crops. Areas located in the Northern District with their friable well-structured 
soils have the highest potential for arable crops and pastures but are less suitable for 
rice-growing because of their rapid permeability. The beach ridges appear most 
suitable for coconuts. 

(iii) Map Symbol Mna (ratings m,n,a, ,,,).-This mapping unit covers 
11 360 kmz and occurs only in the Western District. I t  consists of gently undulating 
terrain with characteristic slopes of 1-2". The main vegetation is monsoon forest and 
tall mixed savanna. The seasonal climate has led to the formation of texture-contrast 
soils on fine-textured Pleistocene sediments. The soils consist of loamy sands to silt 
loams merging into clay loams to clays. They are acid to strongly acid and usually 
well- but locally imperfectly drained. Pisolitic iron concretions are common. 

This mapping unit is assessed to have a high potential for flooded rice and a 
moderate potential for arable crops, tree crops and improved pastures. Soils appear 
best suited for flooded rice because of their slowly permeable heavy-textured subsoils. 
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(iv) Map Symbol Mlna (ratings m,l,n,a,(.--This mapping unit covers 200 km2 
and occurs only in two relatively small areas, one in the Eastern and the other in the 
Western Highlands. I t  consists of terraced and slightly to moderately dissected 
alluvial fans occurring between 1500 and 1800 m and composed of unconsolidated 
Pleistocene fluviatile clay, sand and boulder gravel. Flat to gently undulating surfaces 
with very strongly weathered clay to heavy clay soils form the largest parts of the 
fans. They have a layer 25-50 cm thick of hard to firm iron concretions close to the 
surface. The soil reaction is weakly acid in the topsoil, decreasing gradually to 
strongly acid in the subsoil. The vegetation consists of gardens and garden regrowth. 

This land has a moderate capability for arable crops, tree crops and improved 
pastures, and no capability for flooded rice, but the choice of crops is limited to those 
suited for highland conditions. The thick concretionary layer occurring close to the 
surface is expected to limit root penetration and water relations in the profle, thus 
causing the soils to be droughty. Deep ploughing could probably solve some of these 
problems. 

( f )  Land with hnperfectly Drained Soils 

(i) Map Symbol D (rating d,).-This mapping unit covers 5300 kmz in the 
Sepik, New Ireland, New Britain, Northern, Bougainville, Morobe and Gulf Districts 
(Plate 4). Vegetation is mainly tall, large-crowned forest but areas with regrowth and 
gardens are locally common. The unit consists of Recent alluvial plains on the main- 
land and uplifted coral terraces on the islands. 

In the Sepik Districts the unit con~prises Rood-plains with some terraces. The 
flood-plains are usually imperfectly drained but also contain well- and poorly drained 
areas, while the terraces are usually well drained. In the western part of the mapping 
unit the flood-plains have mainly stratified fine-textured soils with virtually no topsoil. 
Textures are mainly firm to plastic silty clay or clay and very firm to very plastic 
heavy clay. In the eastern part the soils are mainly medium-textured with firm to 
friable clay to silty clay topsoils merging into stratified layers ranging from very 
friable to h m  sandy clay loam or silty clay loam to silty clay or clay. These soils 
have olive-brown to brown colours typical of recently deposited material. 

In the Northern District a large area occurs in the Musa coastal plain. 
Imperfectly to well-drained alluvial plains consisting largely of prior meander tracts 
(up to 15 km long and 5 km wide), terraced levees and breakthrough splays occur bn  
the western side of the Musa River. Soils are stratified, generally silty, weakly acid 
to neutral near the surface and alkaline. and calcareous in the subsoil or deeper sub- 
soil. They frequently have rather thick dark topsoils. 

The area mapped in the Morobe District east of the Erap River has been surveyed 
in detail by the Land Utilization Section of the Department of Agriculture, Stock and 
Fisheries (Holloway et 01. 1973). It consists mainly of weakly developed medium- to 
fine-textured soils with a weakly acid to neutral soil reaction. 

Apart from Bougainville little or no information is available on the soils of the 
raised coral terraces in New Britain and New Ireland. A broad survey of the east 
coast of New Ireland was made by van Wijk (1959) who described the coral soils as 
red-brown to red clay loams to clays. These soils have somewhat sticky and plastic 
subsoils and show signs of impeded drainage, particularly during the wet season. 
In Bougainville (Plate 4) the raised coral terraces form an almost level plateau with 
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some shallow depressions (dolines) and have reddish plastic clay soils locally covered 
by a 0.5-1 m layer of volcanic ash. These soils consist of reddish brown to dark 
brown humic clay to clay loam merging into a reddish brown sticky plastic clay with 
strong brown mottling. They are weakly acid to neutral, becoming weakly alkaline 
with depth. The ash-covered soils consist of a very dark brown, humic fine sandy 
loam 10-15 cm thick merging into a dark greyish to yellowish brown fiue sandy loam, 
and between 25 and 50 cm into olive-brown loamy fine sand to fine sand. They are 
weakly acid. 

Another small area consisting of Recent alluvium has been mapped in the south- 
eastern part of the Gulf District. 

This land has a very high capability for improved pastures and flooded rice, a 
high capability for arable crops and moderate capability for tree crops. Imperfect 
drainage limits tree crops most seriously, together with the rather poor physical 
condition of the soils and the fairly high soil reaction, especially in the subsoils of 
soils on coral limestone. The suitability for flooded rice, although assessed as very 
high, appears to be limited by the high topographic position and di5culties in obtaining 
water, particularly on the coral reefs. The best land appears to occur in the Musa 
coastal plain of the Northern District. Fertility data indicate that both the coral and 
alluvial soils are fertile, the latter having moderate nitrogen, moderate to high phos- 
phorus and high to very high potassium contents. 

(ii) Map Symbol Dn (ratings d,n,).-This mapping unit covers 1980 km2 and 
is found only in East and West Sepik, Bougainville and West New Britain Districts. 
On the mainland it consists mainly of Recent alluvial plains in the West Sepik District 
but it also includes an area in the East Sepik District with flat to undulating terrace 
benches and interfluve surfaces. On Bougainville it forms very gently sloping, partly 
dissected Recent volcano-alluvial fans. 

The tall forested alluvial plains of the West Sepik District are made up of a 
flood-plain, an alluvial plain and one or two telraces. The afluviat plan and the fi_rst 
terrace above it form by far the largest area and they are domi~lated by imperfectly 
drained to well-drained soils present in probably about equal proportions, but insuf- 
ficient informati011 is available for a reliable assessment. They have undeveloped 
medium- to fine-textured, usually neutral to weakly acid, moderately to slowly 
permeable soils. Flood-plains are subject to flooding and have alkaline calcareous 
soils, but they cover only a small percentage of the total area. Fertility data indicate 
low to moderate nitrogen, low to high available phosphorus and usually high potassium 
contents. 

Terrace benches aild interfluve surfaces occurring on Pleistocene alluvium form 
most of a small area mapped in the East Sepik Dist~ict. Here strongly developed, 
usually imperfectly drained but varying between well- and poorly drained acid soils 
are found. They have coarser-textured very friable sandy loam to firm clay topsoils 
and very firm to very plastic heavy clay subsoils. Subsoils often show a prominent 
red, grey and brown mottling. Both interfluve surfaces and terrace benches include 
areas with moderate slopes. Soil nitrogen contents are moderate to low, available 
phosphorus very low a i ~ d  potassium shows a strong variation but is usually between 
moderate and very low. The vegetation is mostly regrowth. 

In Bougainville the tall forested fans form very gently sloping plains up to 2 km 
wide between major streams. Sn~aller areas consist of gently sloping broad plateaux 
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and narrow to broad ridge crests. The mapping unit is characterized by ash soils 
which at depths of approximately 0.5-1 m have a compact yellowish brown sand to 
sandy loam horizon that reduces permeability and causes imperfect drainage. These 
ash soils have very dark brown to dark brown humic fine sandy loam topsoils, 
merging between 30 and 45 cm into a thin dark yellowish brown slightly mottled 
massive loamy fine sand. Between 40 and 60 cm there is an abrupt change to a buried 
humic massive horizon wbich is dark brown lo brown in colour, has a sandy loam 
texture and merges into the previously described compact layer which may contain 
large boulders. The soils have an acid reaction and analytical data indicate a low 
fertility (Scott 1967). 

No information is available on the small area mapped in the West New Britain 
District. 

Generally this land is assessed to have a high capability for arable crops, 
improved pastures and flooded rice and a moderate capability for tree crops. The 
overall fertility is low, but shows considerable variation. Soils of the West Sepik 
area appear best suited to agriculture, as thcy comprise large areas of well-drained 
soils and are moderately accessible. However, their fairly high soil reaction some- 
what limits tree crops. In the East Sepik the areas with terrace benches and inter- 
fluves are largely discontinuous and small in size, and this also limits larger-scale 
agriculture. The Bougaiuville areas are moderately accessible. 

( g )  Land Subject to Occasional Seasonal Flooding 

(i) Mq Symbol F1 (ratings f,l,).-This mapping unit covers 70 km2 in the 
Eastern Highland District. I t  consists of narrow flood-plains and disconlinuous 
terraces wit!l Recent alluvial deposits, a pioncering vegetation and gardens. Both 
Rood-plains and lower terraces have undeveloped stratified soils which show a strong 
variation in texture and drainage. However, limited information indicates that on 
the flood-plains they are mainly medium- to fine-textured and on the terraces mainly 
coarse- to medium-textured. Drainage coilditions also vary, but the soils appear 
to be domiuantly well drained. Poorly drained, moderately weathered soils with grey, 
brown and/or red mottled fine-textured subsoils and dark coarser-textured topsoils 
are found on the highest terraces. 

The mapping unit is considered to have a high capability for arable crops, tree 
crops and improved pastures, and no capability for flooded rice. However, there are 
considerable areas with impeded drainage, and flooding risks might be more serious 
than the present assessment indicates. Drainage improvement appears difficult. 

(ii) Map Symbol Fd (ratiizgs f,d, ., ,).-This mapping unit covers 3380 km2. 
Althougl~ it occurs in many parts of the country it is concentrated mainly in the Gulf 
District (Plate 5). It is characterized by Recent stable alluvial plains with stratified 
alluvial soils subject to wet-season flooding. 

In the Gulf and Western Districts the mapping unit consists of soils that are 
mainly poorly to imperfectly drained, which is reflected in their gleyed and/or mottled 
subsoils. They are acid to weakly acid and mostly fine-textured. The vegetation con- 
sisst of open-forest and large- to medium-crowned forest on plains. 

Relatively small areas of this mapping unit are found also in the Sepik Districts. 
These areas consist of flood-plains but are also characterized by terraces at different 
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levels. This causes a pronounced change in soil reaction from the flood-plains to 
the upper terraces as a result of increased leaching, with increasing age, first of 
carbonates and then of exchangeable cations. The soil reaction therefore varies 
between alkaline and weakly acid, but neutral soils are most common. There is also 
a strong variation in texture, ~uediulu and fine textures beiug dominant. Generally 
these soils are imperfectly drained and moderately to slowly permeable, which is 
reflected in their slightly gleyed and/or mottled stlbsoils. The vegetation consists 
mainly of open-forest on plains. 

Another small area is found in the Northern District north-east of Mt 
Lanington. Here poorly drained grass plains are found with sandy soils. These 
unweathered soils consist of water-transported volcanic ash and have thick topsoils 
and grey and brown mottled subsoils. Poor drainage is caused by a buried imperme- 
able clay layer found at depths below 2 In. The soils are weakly acid in the topsoil 
and neutral in the subsoil. 

No information is available on the soils of the areas mapped in New Britain and 
the Morobe Districts. Most of the New Britain soils are expected to be ash-derived, 
with a weaHy acid to neutral soil reaction. 

Generally the land of this mapping unit has a high capability for improved 
pastures and flooded rice, a moderate to high capability for arable crops and a 
moderate to low capability for tree crops. The best land for arable crops and tree 
crops occurs in the Sepik District where drainage conditions seem more favourable 
than in the Gulf and Western Districts. 

(iii) Map Symbol Fdma (ratings f,d,m,a, .,,).-This mapping unit covers 
1140 km2 and is found only in low-rainfall areas with seasonal climates, usually in 
the Central District. 

In the Central District and eastern part of the Gulf District the unit consists of 
Recent stable alluvial plains which are flooded only for short periods with little or 
no deposition.* -- The soils have silty clay to clay textures and are of low permeability. 
Soil reactioii varies between weakly acid and alkaline; neutral and alkaline soils 
are most common, and weakly acid soils with weakly alkaline subsoils occur only in 
the most easterly part of the Gulf District. The vegetation consists of grassland and 
large- to medium-crowned forest. 

Another small area occurs along the terraces and flood-plains of the Musa 
River in the Northern District. Here neutral friable loamy alluvial soils containing 
much gravel are present. These soils are well drained. The vegetation consists mainly 
of garden regrowth. 

This mapping unit is considered to have a high capability for flooded rice, a 
moderate capability for arable crops and improved pastures and a low capability for 
tree crops. However, the area in the Northern District with well-drained neutral soils 
has a higher capability. Flooded rice appears to be the crop best suited for the 
Central and Gulf District areas. 

(h) Land Subjeci to Minor Erosiorz 

(i) Map Symbol E (rafing el).-This mapping uuit covers 1810 kn12 and is found 
in the New Britain, Northern, Milne Bay and Morobe Districts. 

* It also includes a small area south-east of Port Moresby which is not flooded. 



Unfortunately, however, except for New Britain and the Northern District no 
soil information is available for this mapping unit. The vegetation consists of 
regrowth and secondary forest. 

In New Britain this mapping unit is widespread along the north coast between 
Rabaul and Talasea and has been surveyed extensively by the Land Utilization 
Section.of the Department of Agriculture, Stoclc and Fisheries (Graham and Baseden 
1956; Hartley et al. 1967). It comprises foot slopes and lower slopes of volcanoes, 
volcanic fans and calderas built up by andesitic volcanic ash layers. The more 
weathered soils are nornlally deep, friable and medium-textnred. the multiplicity of 
horizons is less marked and profle textures tend to be uniform. The more recent 
soils have coarser surface and subsurface horizons and the transition to the 
weathered buried horizons is generally abrupt. These underlying buried horizons 
may be derived from basalt flows or andesitic tuffs of earlier eruptional origin or 
from uplifted marine sediments. Analysis of several representative soils of the 
Warangoi valley on the Gazelle Peninsula (Graham and Baseden 1956) indicates 
that tbese soils have a high nutrient status. The levels of available phosphorus, 
potassium, calcium, magnesium, total nitrogen and organic matter are substantially 
greater than those found in most soils, including other volcanic ash soils. 

In the Northern District the unit forms part of the gently sloping foot slopes 
of Mt La~nington volcano which erupted last in 1951, and of Pleistocene to Recent 
fan deposits located along the eastern part of the Managalase area and in the Musa 
basin. The foot slopes of Mt Lamington aie avalanche slopes covered by recent 
andesitic ash deposits. Most of the original slopes have been preserved but are deeply 
dissected by numerous streams. In general they slope 2" in the lower and 6 5 "  in the 
upper parts and have weathered brown ash soils which are locally covered by several 
centimetres of fresh ash. The soils have a dark friable loamy topsoil with a fine sub- 
angular blocky structure and merge into a clay loam to sandy clay loam subsoil. 
They are very similar to the soils occurring on the terrace remnants of the Yodda- 
Kokoda valley which have been discussed in section IV(a). Along the eastern margin 
of the Managalase area close to Pongani, broad fans form very long gentle slopes and 
undulating surfaces built up of a~idesitic basalt lava Bows often covered with a thin 
veneer of fanglomerate and rhyodacite ash. The slopes are usually 0.5-6", but can be 
up to 10". In general, the soils most characteristic of this area can be described as 
weakly acid brown soils with thick dark topsoils. However, they vary from firm clay 
soils with sandy loam to sandy clay loam topsoils on the undulating basalt surfaces 
to medium-textured gravelly alluvial soils on fanglomerate and friable sandy clay 
ash soils, both of which occur on the slopes. Sparse fertility data indicate that these 
soils have moderate to high nitrogen contents and high exchangeable potassium' 
contents. Clay minerals are dominantly kaoliuite. 

Undulating surfaces, sloping 1-5" and forming part of undissected Pleistocene 
to Recent mnudi7ow fans, are found in the eastern Musa basin. Strong weathering has 
usually produced deep friable clay soils with neutral dark topsoils merging into red- 
brown acid and strong brown strongly acid subsoils. In spite of the strong weathering 
these soils have an above-average fertility, the nitrogen and exchangeable potassium 
contents both being moderate. Kaoliuite is the dominant clay mineral together with 
some smectite and montmorillonite. 
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In the Morobe District the mapping unit coi~sists of fan material deposited along 
the edge of a major fault zone. This area occurs at altitudes between 600 and 1200 m 
and at present produces tea. It is therefore nlost suitable for mid-altitude crops. 

This mapping unit is considered to have a very high capability for tree crops and 
improved pastures, a high capability for arable crops and a very low capability for 
flooded rice. However, some simple measures, sucll as contour ploughing, should be 
taken to control erosion when the soil is cultivated. The coarser-textured gravelly 
alluvial ash soils might also require some measures to conserve soil moisture. The 
best soils are found on the Gazelle Peninsula, New Britain. The mudflow fans in 
the eastern Musa basin are relatively inaccessible. However, much more information 
is necessary before a more reliable assessment can be made. 

(ii) Map Symbol E i a  (~atings e,n,a,).--This mapping unit, covers 170 kmz 
in the Central and Milne Bay Districts where it consists of gently to very gently 
;ndulating terrain on unconsolidated and consolidated sedimeiitary rocks. This 
terrain is dominantly madc up of interfluves with flat to very gently undulating crests 
and side slopes which usually slope less than 5" but can slope up to 30". The inter- 
fluves mainly have texture-contrast soils with very dark grey to brown friable to k m  
sandy loam to sandy clay loam topsoils overlying a very dark grey, brown or yellowish 
brown firm sandy clay to heavy clay subsoil. The subsoil often contains iron and 
manganese concretions. They are generally acid and appear to have a low fertility. 

This mapping unit is assessed to have a high capability for tree crops and 
pastures, a moderate capability for arable crops and a very low capability for flooded 
rice. At present large areas in the Central District are under rubber cultivation. 

(iii) May Symbol Ed (mti~zgs e,d,).--This mapping unit covers 1620 km2 and 
is found in the Milne Bay (Trobriand Islands), Bougainville, New Britain and Manus 
Districts. It consists of uplifted coral reefs and associated back reef plains. In New 
Britain the reefs extend a considerable distance inland forming a marine depositional 
plain of soft calcareous marl and mudstone (Loffler 1974). With the exception of 
Bougainville no information is available about the soils of areas covering this mapping 
unit. 

l o  the Bougainville District it comprises very gently to gently sloping plains of 
uplifted coral lagoon floors which have scattered doliues in the lower areas. Reddish 
limestone soils (terra rossas) locally covered by ash are dominant in this area. 
However, the well-preserved condition of the reefs combined with the relatively deep 
soils (150 cm) suggests that even the terra rossa soils are polygenetic, having received 
regular additions of volcaiiic ash (Scott 1967). They consist of a dark reddish brown 
to dark brown firm crumbly clay to clay loam topsoil of 15-20 cm merging into a 
reddish brown and yellow-redsticky plastic clay subsoil with faint mottling. They are 
weakly acid to neutral, becoming weakly alkaline with depth, and have a slow 
permeability. The ash-covered soils have a black humic and very dark brown to 
greyish brown humic fine sandy loam topsoil that abruptly overlies a reddish brown 
massive sticky and plastic clay layer at 30-75 cm. Both the terra rossas and ash- 
covered soils appear to have moderate fertility. 

This land is assessed to have a very high capability for improved pastures, a 
high capability for arable crops, a moderate capability for tree crops and a very low 
capability for flooded rice. The terra rossa soils are somewhat difficult to cultivate 
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because of their plastic, sticky and clayey nature which also appears to make them 
more susceptible to erosion. The areas with the ash-covered soils are therefore best 
suited to agriculture. Soils in the other districts are also expected to be reddish clay 
soils (terra rossas) together with shallow soils with dark topsoils (rendzinas). 

(i) Land ~~itJ1 Allcnline Soils 

(i) Map Sytnbol AI (ratings a,r, ., ,).-This mapping unit covers 110 km2 and 
occurs only in the Northern District. It consists of relatively steep alluvial falls and 
plains located in the eastern Musa basin, mainly at altitudes between 600 and 1200 m. 
Although slopes of 2-5" occur, most of the land is expected to have slopes of less than 
2". Alkaline calcareous fine sandy and silty stratified alluvial soils which are frequently 
stony and generally have shallow gravel beds are most common. Most of the land is 
well drained but considerable areas are poorly drained. The vegetation consists of 
large- to medium-crowned forest. 

Generally the inapping unit is assessed to have a high capability for pastures, 
a moderate capability for tree crops, a moderate to low capability for arable crops and 
a moderate to very low capability for flooded rice. However, in this assessment the 
poorly drained areas, which particularly limit arable and tree crops, are not taken into 
account. 

( j )  Land Subject to Moderate Drought Risks 

(i) Map Sy~nbol Mn (ratings m,n,).-This mapping unit covers 740 km2 and 
is found mainly along the Upper Markham and Upper Ramu Rivers in the Morobe 
District, but it extends across the district boundary into the Madang and Eastern 
Highland Districts. A few small areas occur in the Northern and Central Districts. 
The unit is confined to areas with strong seasonal and dry climates which combined 
with coarse-textured and/or gravelly and stony and/or rather shallow soils cause 
pronounced soil moisture deficiencies. 

The soils of the Markham valley have been subject to an extensive study by the 
Land Utilization Section of the Department of Agricnlture, Stock and Fisheries 
(Holloway et al. 1973). The very gently sloping grass-covered fan surfaces along the 
Upper Ramu River consist mainly of very shallow to deep, medium- to file-textured 
well-drained black soils. 

Low hills and undulating surfaces consisting of greywacke, siltstone, mudstone 
and conglomerate occur in the Northern District under eucalypt savanna. Here 
weakly acid texture-contrast soils with gleyed very plastic clayey subsoils are found. 
These become temporarily waterlogged after heavy rain. 

No information is available about the small area mapped in the Central District. 
The inapping unit is considered to have a high capability for flooded rice and 

a moderate capability for arable crops, tree crops and improved pastures. The 
suitability for flooded rice might be rather more limited because of the rapid to 
moderate permeability of the soils. The suitability for arable and tree crops is limited 
to crops requiring a dry season for flowering, fruiting and/or harvesting. 

(ii) Map Symbol Mna (ratings m2n,al ., ,).-This mapping unit covers 210 km2 
and occurs only in the Western District. It consists of broad ridges running east- 
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west and covered by monsoon forest. The characteristic soils are strongly weathered 
acid to strongly acid sandy loams to loams, merging into red gravelly loams to 
gravelly clay loams. They are of very low fertility. 

The mapping unit is assessed to have a high capability for flooded rice and a 
moderate capability for arable crops, tree crops and improved pastures. The suitability 
for flooded rice could well be lower because of the difficulty of obtaining water for 
irrigation. The growing of arable and tree crops is limited to crops requiring a dry 
season for flowering, fruiting and/or harvesting. 

(iii) Map Symbol Man (ratilzgs m,a,n,).-This mapping unit covers 700 kmZ 
and is found ouly in the Morobe District in the Markham valley west of the Erap 
River. The land has dominantly grassland and savanna vegetation. I t  has been 
surveyed in detail by the Land Utilization Section of the Department of Agriculture, 
Stock and Fisheries (Holloway et al. 1973). The Markham valley consists of a large 
structural depression filled with sediments that have been shed from the ranges and 
transported by seasonally fast-flowing rivers. These alluvial fan depositional processes 
in the valley have resulted in soils with little or no profile development and very variable 
textures. Medium- to coarse-textured soils often with gravel and/or stones are most 
common. These soils have an alkaline soil reaction, are base saturated and have high 
exchange capacities. Exchangeable potassium levels are high while nitrogen levels 
are lnargiual and available phosphates are generally inadequate for arable crops. 
Because of the alkalinity most soils are deficient in trace elements. 

Based on a general assessment this mapping unit is considered to have a high 
capability for flooded rice and a low capability for arable crops, tree crops and 
improved pastures. A much more detailed assessment of the agricultural capability 
of the Markham valley is given in the Land Utilization Section report previously 
mentioned (Holloway et al. 1973). The excessively high evaporation rate duriug the 
long dry season, resulting in soil moisture deficiency, particularly in the coarser- 
textzed so&, limits the choice of crops. Conseque~~tly for continual cropping 
irrigation will be needed. 

(iv) Map Symbol Med (ratings m,e,d,).-This mapping unit of 930 kmz 
occurs only in the driest areas of the Central District and forms a narrow fringe along 
the coast. Most common are texture-contrast soils occurring on interfluves or foot 
slopes with dolerite, gabbro and various sediments as parent material. The vegetation 
consists of woodland and savanna. The soils have coarser-textured (sandy loam to 
sandy clay loam) surface horizons passing abruptly into fine-textured (sandy clay to 
heavy clay) subsurface horizons. Their soil reaction varies from neutral to weakly 
alkaline in the topsoils to alkaline in the subsoils. The subsoils frequently contain 
many carbonate concretions. 

This mapping unit is assessed to have a moderate capability for improved pas- 
tures, a low capability for arable and tree crops and a very low capability for flooded 
rice. 

(Ic) Land with Poorly Drained Soils 

(i) Map Symbol Dlna (ratings d,l,n,a,).-This mapping unit covers 1770 kinZ 
and is found in the Southern and Western Highlands and the northern part of the 
Western District (Plate 6). I t  occurs on a wide variety of land f o ~ m s  including some of 
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the best laud in the Highlands. I t  consists of volcauic ash plains (Plate 6) underlain 
by Pleistoceue volcanic rocks, Recent alluvial plains and Recent alluvial fans. 

The ash plains form geutly i~ndulating terrain sloping usually less than 33 but 
up to 5", and cousist of both poorly and well- to imperfectly drained soils. The poorly 
drained plains generally have humic olive ash soils with thick well-developed topsoils 
and slowly permeable clayey subsoils. Well- to imperfectly drailied plains are charac- 
terized by humic brown clay soils with strongly developed dark topsoils, abruptly 
overlying brown subsoils and showing a slight increase iu clay content with depth. 
Both the bumic olive ash and Iiumic brown clay soils have an acid soil reaction and 
appear to have low to moderate fertility, the available phosphorus content being very 
low to low, but the nitrogen content Iugh. 

The alluvial fans with slopes of 1-3" coilsist of colluvial material derived mainly 
from volcanic ash and they probably also have humic olive ash soils. They appear 
mainly imperfectly drained but have considerable areas with poorly drained deep dark 
clay and peat soils. 

Alluvial plains are most common in the north-eastern part of the Western 
Highlands and can be subdivided into upper and lower plains. Very strongly weathered 
imperfectly drained acid to strongly acid soils with a clayey texture and usually firm 
to plastic consistency occur on the upper plains. These soils contain large numbers of 
iron-manganese concretions that cause them to be droughty during periods of low 
rainfall. The lower plains are poorly to imperfectly drained and have strongly 
weathered acid to strongly acid grey, red and brown mottled clay soils with well- 
developed coarser-textured dark topsoils. These soils can also be very rich in iron- 
manganese concretions. Because of strong weathering the soils have a very low 
fertility. 

Generally this mapping uuit is considered to have a moderate capability for 
improved pastures, a low to very low capability for arable crops aud a very low to 
nil capability for tree crops. However, it includes highland and high-altitude land 
with variable factors and ratings. Poor drainage is the most serious limitation for 
agriculture but reclamation appears to be feasible without the need for major works 
similar to those carried out in the Wahgi valley. 

( I )  Land Subject to Occasional, Irregular Flooding or 
Inundation for up to I Month 

(i) Map Symbol Fd, (ratings f2d,).-This mapping unit covers 1060 km2 and is 
found only in the MMadg District along the middle Ralnu River. I t  has been covered 
by a CSIRO reconnaissance survey (Robbius et al. 1975), but much more detailed 
information is available from a report by the Land Utilization Section of the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries.* The unit consists of flat or very gently 
sloping flood-plains covered by open forest or grassland. Soils are mainly imperfectly 
drained and subject to occasional wet-seasou flooding colilbined with inundation. 
Soil textures vary considerably; the rapid texture changes within the soils reflect the 
stratified nature of the sediments. However, medium- and he-textured yellowish 
brown to olive-brown soils are most common. Soil reaction tends to be between 

* ZIISVELT, M. F. W.-Middle Ramu Valley survey 1969-1970 (unpublished). 
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weakly acid and neutral, but may be acid or alkaline. The fertility of the soils appears 
to be moderate to high. The nitrogen content is moderate, available phosphorus low 
to moderate, and potassium high to very high. 

The mapping unit is assessed to have a moderate potential for arable crops, 
improved pastures and flooded rice, and a very low potential for tree crops. 

(ii) Map Symbol Fd, (ratings f,d2).-This mapping unit covers 1970 km2 
mainly in the Bougainville, Madang and Western Districts, but also includes a few 
small areas along the south coast of New Britain and in the East Sepik District. 

A large area of broad low-lying coastal alluvial plain covered by tall forest 
occurs in Bougainville. This is built up of Recent volcanic sandy and gravelly 
alluvium. The soils consist of dark brown humic loamy sand to sand merging into 
grey mottled sand to loamy sand and grey sand below the water-table. They are 
subject to irregular and infrequent flooding. 

Along the coast in the Madang and East Sepik District the unit forms one 
continuous area of broad beach ridges covered by grasslaud, the largest part com- 
prising older ridges with mainly poorly drained old alluvial soils which are inundated 
during the wet season. Grey-brown mottled soils with thick black to very dark grey 
sandy loam to sandy clay loam topsoils and sandy subsoils are frequently found. 
They are moderately permeable and improvement of the drainage appears to be 
relatively easy. 

Another area in the Madang District is found along the Ramu River and except 
for its slightly more impeded drainage it is similar to the other soils of the Ramu 
valley area described under section (l)(i). 

The few field observations available from the Bamu River flood-plains in the 
Western District indicate dominantly poorly drained weakly acid to neutral stratified 
alluvial soils of variable texture. The vegetation consists of open plain forest. 

No information is available on the areas mapped in New Britain. 
The mapping ugt is assmed to have a moderate capability for improved 

pastures and flooded rice and low capability for arable crops. Being localed at or 
close to the coast the areas are relatively accessible. 

(m) Land Subject to Moderate Erosion and ~~ii th Soils of Low Fertility 

(i) Map Symbol En (ratings e2n,).-This mapping unit of 2580 km2 is found 
mainly in the Northern District and New Britain. Other smaller areas are mapped in 
the New Ireland, Bougaiuville, Central and Morobe Districts. 

In the Northern District, the mapping uuit covers a wide variety of la11d forms, 
rocks and also soils. The largely forested (medium-crowned) lower slopes of Mt 
Victory volcano consist of long very gentle slopes with moderately weatl~ered acid to 
weakly acid he-textured brown ash soils. These soils have very friable and very dark 
clay loam topsoils, while the subsoils are yellowish brownstructureless porous horizons 
with sandy clay to clay textures. However, stoniness fairly often occurs locally on 
this land. In the eastern Musa basin there are deeply weathered mudflow fans 
consisting of undulating surfaces sloping between 5" and 20". Deep reddish over 
strong brown weakly acid to neutral friable clay to heavy clay soils are dominant. The 
vegetation co~lsists of large-crowned forest. The most western part of this mapping 
unit in the Northern District has mainly gently undulating slopes that form a plateau 
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covered with Pleistocene and Recent basalt lava. ShaUow weathering has produced 
a great variety of dark-coloured basalt and volcanic ash soils. This is the result of 
the age differences of the flows and the varying degree of admixture with ash. Weakly 
acid dark brown film to very plastic heavy clay soils, with weakly acid coarser- 
textured surface horizons, are common on the rounded crests. The more dissected 
flows have strongly acid dark red-brown heavy clay soils. Other land forms belonging 
to this unit are steep to very steep irregular slopes, cones and domes also with very 
variable soils and locally stony land. A vegetation of regrowth and secondary forest 
is most usual. 

In nortl~ern New Britain the largest single occurrence of this unit is 011 the lower 
slopes of Mt Ulawun and its outlying cones covered by medium-crowned hill forest. 
Medium- to coarse-textured volcanic ash soils, in which scoriaceous gravel layers are 
present at varying depths and thicknesses throughout the soil profle, are the dominant 
soils. Smaller areas have been nlapped east and west of the Kapiura River. The 
soils appear to be of low fertility. The apparent low fertility of the soils mapped west 
of the Kapiura River is caused partly by a siliceous hardpan layer occurring within 
a metre of the surface. 

The areas of this mapping unit in Bougainville consist of shallowly dissected 
Pleistocene volcano-alluvial fans with very short slopes of 8-12". These fans are built 
up of vol~inic debris covered by ash and have a vegetation of medium-crowned 
forest. Their soils consist dominantly of brown loams merging into reddish friable 
clays. They have a weakly acid soil reaction. 

Very little information is available on the mapping unit in the New Ireland, 
Central and Morobe (Umboi Island) Districts and the area mapped along the south 
coast of the West New Britain District. Soils similar to those described for the north 
coast of New Britaiu (above) are expected to occur on Umboi Island. In New Ireland 
and along the south coast of New Britain the unit consists of uplifted dissected coral 
reefs and volcanic foot slopes. A reconnaissance soil survey of the east coast of New 
Ireland was carried out by van Wijk (1959) who mapped the areas covered by this 
mapping unit as red and brown clays and clay loams over raised coral. In the Central 
District it forms undulating terrain and low ridges on sedinle~~tary and igneous rocks 
with characteristic slopes between 5" and 10". Acid to neutral brown and red clay 
loam to clay soils, frequently with coarser-textured topsoils, appear to be dominant. 

This mapping unit is assessed to have a high capability for tree crops and 
improved pastures and a moderate capability for arable crops. Within the mapping 
unit the soils related to volcanic land forms appear to have the highest capability 
because of their good physical soil conditions, but their rather low fertility is surprising 
considering their luxuriant vegetation. The scoriaceous gravel layers in the New 
Britain soils would somewhat limit arable cropping. 

(ii) Map Symbol Ena (ratings e2u,al ..,).-This mapping unit covers 32 120 
km2 of which by far the largest part is concentrated in the Western District. 
However, many other smaller areas occur in the Gulf, Bougainville, East New 
Britain, West Sepik and Milne Bay Districts. 

In the Western District deeply weathered Pleistocene alluvial deposits, intricately 
dissected into narrow ridges and valleys, are found. The ridges consist maiuly of hill 
slopes having characteristic slopes of 8", but these can vary between 3" and 15". 
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Strong weathering has produced acid to strongly acid red clay loam to clay soils with 
very low fertility, particularly with respect to available phospl~orus. The valleys are 
very poorly drained to swampy. 

In the Gulf District dissected benches and low hills with sediments of varying 
age are found, with infertile acid to strongly acid soils with finer-textured reddish 
plastic clayey subsoils. Both the Western and Gulf Districts have a vegetation of 
small-crowned forest. 

The area mapped in Bougainville consists of shallowly dissected Pleistocene to 
Recent volcano-alluvial fans with very short slopes of 8-12". These fans are built 
up of volcanic debris covered by ash and have a medium-crowned forest vegetation. 
Ash soils with dark humic sandy loam topsoils merging into loamy sand subsoils 
and having fine sandy lapillitic horizons are the characteristic soils. These soils are 
acid throughout and have a rapid permeability. One of the outstanding features of 
these soils is their resistance to erosion. 

In the West Sepik District slightly to strongly dissected Pleistocene to Recent fan 
surfaces and terraces are found, largely covered by secondary vegetation. Differences 
in age have also produced differences in soils but the most usual are strongly developed 
acid to strongly acid texture-contrast soils with slightly gleyed firm clay to very plastic 
heavy clay subsoils and friable loam to clay loam topsoils. 

Very little information is available on the soils mapped in the Milne Bay and 
East New Britain Districts. Irregularly undulating terrain with rounded ridges on 
basaltic volcanic rocks and red and brown friable clay soils are found in the Milne 
Bay District. The New Britain soils consist probably of coarse- to medium-textured 
volcanic ash soils. 

The mapping unit is assessed to have a moderate to low capability for tree crops 
and improved pastures and a low capability for arable crops. 

(iii) Map Symbol Elna (ratings e,l,n,a,).--This mapping unit covers 340 kn12 
and occurs only in the Western Highlands and Southern Highlands Districts, mainly 
at altitndes between 1800 and 2400 m. It consists of long gentle partly dissected foot 
slopes and fans of alluvial and colluvial origin which are locally covered by Pleistocene 
ash. Humic brown clay soils are the most usual, with strongly developed friable dark 
topsoils abruptly overlying dark brown clay to heavy clay subsoils. Generally they 
show a slight increase in clay content with depth. The soils are acid, well drained and . 
moderately permeable. The vegetation consists of grassland and regrowth. 

The unit is assessed to have a moderate capability for improved pastures, a low 
capability for arable crops and a very low capability for tree crops. The high altitude 
strongly limits the choice of arable and tree crops. 

(iv) Map Symbol Emn (ratings e,m,n,).-This mapping unit covers 230 km2 
and is found only in the Central District. It consists of plains traversed by short 
rocky ridges with gentle to low-moderate slopes and consisting mostly of tuffs. These 
are characterized by brown clay soils that are neutral to weakly alkaline at the surface, 
becoming alkaline with depth due to the calcareous nature of the parent material. 
The typical vegetation in both Gulf and Central Districts is savanna. 

The mapping unit is assessed to have a moderate capability for tree crops and 
improved pastures and a low capability for arable crops. The choice of arable and 
tree crops is limited to those adapted to climates with a pronounced dry .eason. 
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(v) Map Symbol Emna (ratings e,m,n,a,).-This mapping unit covers 3980 km2 
and occurs in areas with n~onsoonal climates, mainly in the Western District but also 
in the Gulf and Central Districts. 

In the Western District the land forms and soils are similar to those described 
for that district under subsection (m)(ii) but the vegetation is dry evergreen forest. 
In the Gulf and Central Districts the unit consists of low l~ills with moderate slopes 
and dissected benches that have strongly weathered acid to strongly acid soils with 
finer-textured clayey subsoils. The parent material is Miocene and Pliocene sediments, 
inainly mudstone and siltstone. 

The mapping unit is considered to have a moderate to low capability for tree 
crops and improved pastures, and a low capability for arable crops. However, arable 
and tree crops requiring seasonal climates should be selected. 

(vi) May Syinbol Edna (ratings e,d, ., ,n,a,).-This mapping unit covers 
1040 krn2 and is found in the Sepik and Southern Highlands Districts where it 
continues illto the northern part of the Western District (Plate 7). I t  consists of very 
low to high hill ridges formed on sedimentary rocks whichare often calcareous and 
freqnently show slump features. Gentle to moderately steep hill and dip slopes are 
the most common and soils vary depending on the type of land form on which they 
occur. 

Strongly developed texture-contrast soils are found on weathered surfaces 
dissected into very low hill ridges in the south-eastern part of the mapping unit covering 
both Sepik Districts (Plate 7). . These ridges occurri~~g between 0 and 600 m are 
dominated by secondary vegetation and have acid soils with very plastic to very 
firm heavy clay subsoils which are predominantly red, brown and grey mottled, and 
friable loamy topsoils. However; other parts of the mapping unit are characterized 
by dip slopes (Sepik) and long gentle slopes (Southern Highlands at altitudes between 
0 and 1200 m) that show an immature weathering pattern and are covered by mediuin- 
crowned hill forest. Both dip slopes and gentle slopes have acid to weakly acid soils 
slightly to moderately gleyed with firm to veiy plastic clay to heavy clay subsoils; 
coarser-textured friable loam to clay surface soils usually prevail. 

The slow penneability, poor physical conditions and slump risk, combined with 
the other ratings, give this mapping unit only a moderate capability for pastures and 
a low to very low capability for arable and tree crops. 

(n) ~odera t e ly  Stony to Stony Land 

(i) May Symbol Rm (~atings r,m, ..,).--This mapping unit covers 120 kmz 
and occurs only in a few small areas in the Milne Bay District. It consists of undis- 
sected terraced grassland fans formed of unconsolidated Recent sediments. The 
terraces typically have slopes ofup to 3". Their soils consist of coarse-textured gravelly 
stratified alluvial layers and are excessively drained due to the rapid permeability. They 
have a neutral soil reaction and stones and boulders are common on the surface. 

This mapping unit has a low to moderate capability for improved pastures and 
a low to very low capability for arable and tree crops. 

(0) Very Poor1y:~rairzed Land 

(i) Map Symbol Dle (ratings d,l,e,).-This mapping unit covers 260 kmZ and 
covers a few small areas in the Western Highlands and Central Districts (Plate 8). 
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The vegetation consists of lower montane forest or alpine grassland, sedges being 
very common. 

In the Western Highlands District it forms a high-altitude volcanic plateau (the 
Sugarloaf) on andesitic lava (Plate 8). 

The small area mapped in the mountains of the Central District consists of 
undissected fans in an intermontane basin with unconsolidated sediments. 

Low temperatures, wetness and frequent frosts combined with poorly drained 
often peaty soils limit the agricultural potential to a low capability for improved 
pastures. 

(p) Land Subject to Strong Erosion 

(i) Map Symbol E (rating e,).-This mapping unit covers 14 130 km2 and 
occurs throughout the country on moderately sloping terrain, usually on hill ridges 
and the lower slopes of volcanoes but also on uplifted dissected coral terraces. 

Large areas of hilly terrain are found, particularly in the Sepik Districts, on 
sedimentary rocks softened by hydration and with slightly to moderately weathered 
soils. Slumping is very common in these areas. Another fairly large hilly area is 
found in the Madang District. 

On the lower slopes of volcanoes slightly to strongly weathered soils occur 
depending mainly on the age of the volcano. In the Western and Northern Districts, 
for instance, the lower slopes of Mt Bosavi and Mt Trafalgar consist of deep strongly 
weathered brown and/or red clay soils, while in New Britain in the vicinity of Recent 
volcanoes young ash soils are usually found. 

Shallow soils with dark topsoils which might be somewhat stony and/or rocky 
are expected to occur along the south coast of New Blitain on the coral terraces. 

Most of this mapping unit is covered by hill forest, but secondary vegetation is 
also conlmon in more populated areas, especially in the Sepik Districts where some of 
the original tall forest remains locally. 

 his mapping unit is assessed to have a moderate capability for tree crops and 
improved pastures and a low capability for arable crops. Some areas have high timber 
volumes. Establishment of a National Park has been proposed for the Bosavi area 
(Schultze-Westrum 1971). 

(ii) Map Syinbol El (rafings e,l, .,. ,).-This mapping unit covers 3080 km2 
and is confined to high-altitude areas characterized by high-moderate to steep slopes 
which are covered by volcanic ash and occur maillly in the Western and Southern 
Highlands Districts. Most common in these areas are humic brown clay soils and 
humic olive ash soils on the less well-drained sites. The vegetation consists of lower 
montane forest, grassland and/or regrowth. 

This mapping unit is considered to have a moderate (1200-2400 m) and very low 
(2400-3000 m) capability for improved pastures, a moderate (1200-1800 m) to nil 
(> 1800 m) capability for tree crops, and low (1200-1800 m), very low (1800-2400 m) 
or nil (2400-3000 m) capability for arable crops. The choice of arable and tree crops 
is limited. 

(iii) Map Symbol Edna (ratings e,d, .. ,n,a, ., ,).-This mapping unit covers 
410 lun2 and is found in some relatively small areas in East and West Sepik Districts. 
It consists of low to very low ridges of dissected weathered plains formed of un- 
co~lsolidated Pleistocene sediments. Slump features are very often found. Slow 
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permeability of the clayey sediments has produced imperfectly to poorly draiued 
soils which are acid to strongly acid. 

Tbis land is considered to have a low to very low capability for improved pas- 
tures, and a very low to nil capability for arable and tree crops. 

(iv) Map Symbol Edln (ratings e,d, ,, , l,n,).-This mapping unit covers 
310 kmz and is found only in the Eastern Highlands District at altitudes between 
1200 and 1800m under grassland. It consists of Pleistocene lacustrine deposits 
forming benched and rounded ridges which show many landslip scars. On the 
benched ridges (usually poorly drained) slightly to moderately weathered distinct 
grey and brown mottled plastic clay soils with well-developed dark topsoils occur. The 
rouiided ridges are better drained and characterized by strongly to very strongly 
weathered firm to plastic clay soils with either large numbers of iron-manganese 
concretions or red, grey and brown mottled subsoils. 

The mapping unit is considered to have a moderate to low capability for 
improved pastures and a very low to nil capability for arable and tree crops. 

(q)  Poorly to Very Poorly Drained Land 

(i) Map Symbol Dna (ratings d,n,a, ,, ,).-This mapping unit covers 2940 km2 
and occurs in the Sepik and Madang Districts. In the Sepik Districts it consists of 
flat to very gently undulating plains, usually with strongly weathered acid to strongly 
acid red and grey mottled clay soils. Two fairly large areas are also found in the 
Madang District. These areas have been included within the mapping unit although 
the soils are weakly acid and probably also have a higher fertility, as do the Sepik 
soils. In the western part of the Madang District there is a flat to gently undulating 
plateau continuing into the East Sepik District. The plateau, which lies more than 
I0 In above the surrounding flood-plain, is covered by black alluvial clay soils. 
Another area occurs close to Madang and consists of uplifted coastal plain withmottled 
plastic clay soils. The vegetation is mainly grassland. 

This mapping unit is considered to have a high to moderate capability for 
flooded rice and a very low capability for improved pastures except for the Madang 
District where the grazing potential appears to be moderate. 

(ii) Map Symbol Dlna (ratings d,l,n,a,).-This mapping unit covers 370 km2 
and its occurrence is limited to the Western Highlands District between 1200 and 
1800 m. I t  consists largely of fan plains, river terraces and alluvial plains which are 
all poorly drained. Moderately to strongly weathered soils with prominently red, 
grey and brown mottled plastic clayey subsoils and very dark coarser-textured top- 
soils occur on fans and terraces. These soils vary in soil reaction from weakly acid 
to acid or strongly acid, particularly in the subsoil. The strongly weathered variants 
contain iron and manganese concretions in variable numbers. Much younger 
medium- to fine-textured soils occur on the alluvial plains. They are weakly acid and 
have a uniform sandy clay loam or sandy clay loam to clay over plastic clay to heavy 
clay texture. 

This mapping unit is assessed to have only a very low capability for improved 
pastures. Poor drainage is caused by the very slow permeability and appears difficult 
to improve. However, if improved, the mapping unit could attain a high capability 
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for tree and arable crops. Fertility appears to be low, particularly in the strongly 
weathered concretionary soils. 

(iii) Map Symbol Dmna (ratings d,mlnlal).--This mapping unit covers 2200 
klnZ and is coilcentrated mainly in the East Sepik District. Relatively small areas 
occur also in the Northern, Milne Bay and Gulf Districts. It  consists of a wide 
variety of land forms and vegetation and therefore also very different soils, the 
majority of which are poorly to very poorly draii~ed and subject to drying out of the 
surface horizons. 

In the East Sepik District flat to gently undulating upland grass plains are 
found, usually with uniform-textured heavy clay soils or soils with finer-textured 
mottled subsoils. 

Most of the unit in the Northern District consists of fan complexes with texture- 
contrast soils having neutral to weakly alkaline heavy clay subsoils. The fans are 
covered by small-crowned thin-stemmed forest. 

In the Milne Bay District valley plains with weakly acid to neutral dark soils of 
heavy texture are found with a vegetation of secondary forest. 

Beach ridge barriers that are dominated by swales and have undifferentiated 
weakly acid to alkaline sandy soils occur in the Gulf District under grassland and 
nypa palm vegetation. These soils are expected also to be weakly saline in the 
subsoils. 

The land is assessed to have a high capability for flooded rice and a very low 
capability for improved pastures. The pitted land surfaces (Haantjens 19656) occur- 
ring in the East Sepik District make grading necessary. The areas most suitable for 
flooded rice appear to occur in the Milne Bay District. 

(iv) Map Symbol Df (ratings d,f2 .. ,).-This mapping unit covers 4420 km2 
and is found in many widely scattered areas on the mainland. In the Western District 
it consists of areas of non-tidal flats, inundated for 1-3 months each year, with 
strongly gleyed marine clay to heavy clay soils. These soils are somewhat leached 
as shown by their soil reaction, which is weakly acid to neutral in the topsoil and 
alkaline in the subsoil, and they are expected to be weakly saline also. They arc 
usually covered by littoral forest. 

In most other areas the mapping unit occurs on unstable flood-plains or back 
plains liable to flooding and having strongly gleyed alluvial soils with a weakly acid 
to neutral reaction. In a large area mapped north-west of Kikori along the Kikori 
River the alluvium forms a thin veneer and overlies limestolle at variable depths. 
Rocks and stones appear to be fairly common 011 this land, especially upstream of 
the Kikori River. 

In the Northern District the alluvium is derived from volcanic material. Tall 
forest with an open canopy is the dominant vegetation. 

This mapping unit is considered to have a moderate capability for flooded rice, 
a low to very low capability for improved pastures and a very low to nil capability 
for arable crops. 

(v) Map Symbol Dfmn (ratiflgs d,f2 .. ,m,n,a, .. ,).-This mapping unit 
covers 5410 km2 and is found in the Western, Central and Milne Bay Districts. By 
far the largest areas occur in the Western District on plains consisting of Pleistocene 
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sediments and associated with woodland. Here acid to strongly acid texture-contrast 
soils with clayey red and grey mottled subsoils dominate. Wet-season inundation 
occurs every year for 1-3 months, followed by drying out of the sandy to loamy 
topsoils. 

Some fairly large areas are also found in the Central District around Marshall 
Lagoon and the Mori River. They consist of very gently unddating terrain and are 
mainly interfluves built up of old alluvial sediments. The soils are similar to those in 
the Western District but also often contain much iron, manganese and quartzite 
gravel. Dark cracking clay soils occur on the lowest surfaces. The soils of the Central 
District have been included in this mapping unit although they are not inundated 
dnring the wet season. However, their vely slowly permeable subsoils cause temporary 
waterlogging. The vegetation is eucalypt savanna and monsoonal woodland. 

Weakly acid to neutral mainly fine-textured alluvial soils which are subject to 
flooding are expected to occnr in the Milne Bay District, but no iufonnation is 
available from this area. Here the vegetation consists of small-crowned forest. 

The agricultural potential of this mapping unit is limited to a moderate capability 
for flooded rice and a very low to nil capability for improved pastures. 

(vi) Map Symbol Den (ratings d,e,n,).-This mapping unit covers 1360 km2 
and is found only in the Madang District. I t  consists of low hilly country formed on 
Miocene-Pliocene mudstone and sandstone, with slopes usually between 4" and 12". 
Weakly acid to neutral plastic mottled clay soils with thick dark topsoils dominate 
this mapping unit. They probably have a low to moderate fertility. The vegetation 
consists mostly of secondary forest and garden regrowth. 

Impermeable poorly drained soils and moderate slopes limit the agricultural 
potential of this mapping unit to a very low capability for improved pastures. 

(vii) Map Symbol Demna (ratings d4e2m,n,al).-This mapping unit covers 
870 km2 and is confined to the East Sepik District (Plate 9). I t  forms low hilly terrain 
characterized by moderate slopes and consisting mainly of Pleistocene mudstone and 
siltstone. Strongly weathered acid texture-contrast soils with clayey red, brown and 
grey mottled subsoils and dark topsoils dominate. A strong microrelief is colnmonly 
associated with these soils (Haantjens 19656; Lee 1967). The vegetation consists of 
grassland. 

In its present state the agricultural capability is rated as very low for improved 
pastures. 

(r) Land Subject to Frequent Irregular Flooding, Occasional Deep 
Devastating Flooding or Inundationfor 3-4 Months 

(i) Map Symbol Fdm (ratings f4d,m,).-This mapping unit covers 2050 kmz 
and is concentrated in areas with pronounced seasonal climates, mainly in the Gulf, 
Western and Central Districts, bnt it also includes two small areas in the Morobe 
District near Lae. 

In the Central and Gulf Districts this mapping type is entirely confined to Recent 
alluvial deposits, usually with an open forest vegetation. The soils are imperfectly to 
poorly drained and subject to seasonal flooding and inundation, often with deposition 
of a thin veneer of alluvium during each flood. They have a neutral soil reaction. 
Little is known about the fertility of the soils, but their cation exchange capacities 
suggest that they are moderately fertile. 
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The area, mapped close to the coast in the south-westerwpart of the Western 
District, has Recent poorly drained soils derived from marine sediments. These 
soils are weakly acid over weakly alkaline with sandy clay loan] topsoils merging 
into heavy clay subsoils. They are covered by mid-height grassland and are subject 
to inundation. 

No inforination is available on the soils in the Morobe District. 
This mapping unit is considered to have a low.capability for flooded rice, a low 

to very low capability for improved pastures and a very low to nil capability for 
arable crops. 

(ii) Map Symbol F d n ~ a  (ratings f,d,m,a, .,,).--This mapping unit covers 
7240 km2 and is found only in the Western District. It  consists of flat plains covered 
by Melaleuca savanna and built up of Pleistocene sediments (Plate 10). The plains 
are subject to inundation for 3-4 months, whiIst in the dry season the sandy to loamy 
topsoils could well be subject to drying out. The subsoils consist of very slowly 
permeable red and grey mottled clays. The soils vary between imperfectly and poorly 
drained and have an acid to strongly acid soil reaction. They have a very low fertility 
especially in available phosphate which is usually less than 10 p.p.m. 

This mapping unit is assessed to have only a low to very low capability for 
flooded rice. 

Some of the areas mapped in the Western District are located within a wildlife 
sanctuary. A large (1500 km2) national park has been proposed for the same area 
(Schultze-Westrum 1971). The wildlife sanctuary contains thousands of deer, 
wallabies, pigs, wild dogs and many different kinds of bird, including storks, ibis, 
geese and brolgas. In the rivers crocodiles, turtles, harramundi, sawsharks, prawns 
and crabs are found. 

(iii) Map Symbol Fr (ratings f,r3).-This mapping unit covers 550 km2 and its 
occurrence is limited to a few relatively small areas in the Northern District. It  
consists mostly of alluvial flood-plain terraces and flood-plains covered with coarse- 
textured frequently stony alluvial soils and open alluvial forest. However, the areas 
close to Mt Victory and Mt Lamington have plains covered by andesitic eruption 
products of these volcanoes. They have very low gradients with little-incised usually 
braided streams which flood frequently and carry pioneering woody and herbaceous 
vegetation. The suitability is nil for all agricultural land use. 

(iv) Map Symbol Frm (ratings f,r3m, ., ,).-This mapping unit covers 980 km2 
and is associated with the braided river beds of the Ramu River and its tributaries in 
the Morobe, Madang and Eastern Highlands Districts. Most of this area consists of 
channels and gravel banks with coarse-textured stony and gravelly Recent alluvial 
soils. However, a large part of the area has somewhat better land on the slightly 
higher stony flood-plain terraces which are rarely flooded. Herbaceous and woody 
river-bank successions and grassland are the most common vegelation ill this 
mapping unit. 

Without improvement this mapping unit is assessed to have no capability for 
agriculture. 

(v) Map Symbol Fd (ratings f,d,).--This mapping unit covers 7970 k1n2 and 
is widespread aIl over Papua New Guinea (Plate 11). It  is characterized by poorly 
to very poorly drained land frequently subject to flooding and very hard to improve 
without major reclamation works. The soils consist mainly of medium- lo fine- 



textured stratified alluvium which varies considcrably in soil reaction. By far the most 
common are the weakly acid to iieutral soils. However, in the Northern District 
there are alkaline calcareous soils, derived probably from the eastern tributaries of 
the Musa River. Mcaline soils occur also along the east bank of the Strickland River 
in the Western District as a result of the limestone detritus in the river. Similar 
alkaline soils are probably to be found in the West Sepik District. Open plain forest 
or small-crowned forest on plains is the most common vegetation. 

With the exception of a low capability for flooded rice this land is unsuitable for 
any type of agriculture. 

(s) Land Subject to Very Strong Erosion 

(i) Map Symbol E (rating e,).-This mapping unit covers 83 810 kmz and is 
the largest mapped. It occurs throughout the massive, rugged, low-altitude mountain 
areas on a wide variety of rock types and land forms. It supports large forest resources 
but these can be exploited econo~nically in only a few accessible areas. The main 
vegetation is medium-crowned forest together with occasional patches of grassland 
and gardens. Severe erosion hazards because of the steep slopes have led to the 
dominance of soils consisting of weathered brown clayey regolith material (regosolic 
brown soils) together with the solnewhat more developed brown forest soils and acid 
brown forest soils (Haantjens 1967). On sediments with high clay contents, such as 
mudstones, soils are often imperfectly drained even on steep slopes. 

Generally this mapping unit is assessed to have a very low capability for tree 
crops and improved pastures. Except for some grazing it is best left in its natural 
state. Tourism appears to offer some potential in certain areas. 

(ii) Map Symbol El (ratings e,l,).-This mapping unit covers 35 230 km2 and 
is found in rteeply sloping high-altitude areas throughout the couiltry (Plate 12). 
Basically it is very similar to (s)(i) but shallow stony soils (lithosols) are expected to 
be somewhat more common. The vegetation consists mainly of lower montane forest 
with occasional grassland patches. 

This mapping unit is assessed to have a very low capability for improved pastures 
and a very low to nil capability for tree crops. 

(iii) Map Symbol Er (ratings e,r,).-This mapping unit covers 31 230 km2 
and is coniined mainly to limestone areas, but also includes some land on volcanic 
rocks. The presence of sink-holes and dolines in many areas is typical, making the 
terrain extremely inaccessible. Shallow soils with or without dark topsoils (lithosols 
and rendzinas) dominate. However, deep plastic red clay soils often also occur 
between rock outcrops. The vegetation consists of small- and medium-crowned 
forest. 

This mapping unit is considered to be unsuitable for agriculture. Subsistence 
cropping is often coniined to i d l e d  dolines. Some of the coral liinestone near 
Kikori in the Gulf District is used successfully for making bricks. 

(iv) Map Symbol Erma (ratings e,r,m, ,, ,a,).-This mapping unit covers 
2280 km2 and is found only in areas with a pronounced seasonal climate, usually in 
the coastal strip of the Central District. It has a vegetation of eucalypt savanna. The 
rock type on which it occurs varies strongly but is on the whole confined to sedimentary 
rocks such as siltstone, mudstone, sandstone, limestone and chert. However, it also 
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includes areas with gabbro and dolerite. Stony and/or gravelly mainly alkaline 
shallow soils (lithosols) dominate the crests and steep slopes. Drought risks are likely 
to be enhanced by the shallow nature of these soils. According to Mabbutt and Scott 
(1966) the frequent occurrence of lithosols in this mapping area is the result of 
erosion of the steep hill slopes combined with little weathering; this is consistent with 
the subhumid climate and the fine texture and chemical stability of the sediments that 
occur on these slopes. 

This mapping unit has no agricultural capability. Some of its unique vegetation 
could be preserved by establishing a nature reserve. 

( t )  Si+ar??py Land 

(i) Map Syinbol Dfl (ratings d,f,l,).-This mapping unit covers 660 kmz and is 
located predominantly in the Westeln and Southern Highlands Districts. Most of it 
consists of flood-plains and flood-plain swanlps some of which have now been drained 
successfully (Wahgi valley), and is producing some of Papua New Guinea's high- 
quality tea (Plate 1, Fig. 1) and coffee. Medium-textured alluvial soils and peat soils 
dominate. The original vegetation consisted of swamp grasses and sedges. Assessed 
in its 'original state' this mapping unit has no agricultural capability. However, by 
improving drainage and establishing protection against overflow it has been converted 
to first-class land. 

(u) Land Subject lo Permanent or Semi-Permanent Inz~ndafiorz or 
Very Frequenf Flooding 

(i) Map Sj~mbol Fd  (ratings f,d, .. ,).-This mapping unit covers 56 910 km2 
and occurs in the lowlands along tracts of major rivers such as the Sepik, Fly and 
Purari (Plate 13). It consists of very poorly drained or swampy flood-plains and 
swamps covered by swamp forest, swamp woodland, swamp grassland or herbaceous 
swamp vegetation. 

In the frequently flooded areas stratified alluvial soils are found. Variations in 
texture of these soils can to some extent be related to laud form. The river channel 
will generally have a bed varying from gravel to silt. Gravelly beds and their associated 
point bars occur in the upper reaches of the river, becoming sandy in the middle and 
silty in the lower reaches. Where the river-banks are frequently flooded the deposition 
of silty or sandy bed-loads gives rise to scroll patterns. On the plains away from the 
rivers the flood waters flow much more slowly, the material deposited becomes finer 
textured and layering is less obvious. In the back plains and swamps shaUow stagnant 
water supports a relatively abundant plant life, and this causes the formation of peat 
with the minimum sedimentation of inorganic material. Strongly gleyed alluvial soils 
and peat soils are therefore dominant in this mapping unit. Their soil reaction, 
however, varies considerably depending on the area, bnt soils with a weakly acid to 
neutral reaction are most common. Acid to strongly acid soils occur in some slnall 
areas, for instance north of Lake Murray in the Western District where soils have 
locally been derived from strongly weathered Pleistocene sediments. Alkaline soils 
are found in areas where rivers carry material eroded from calcareous deposits. 

Although it comprises often very fertile soils this land offers little or no agri- 
cultural potential without major improvements, except for a very low capability for 



flooded rice. However, its forests contain sago, at present one of the main sources of 
food for the lowland people. Many of the rivers within this mapping unit are- very 
rich in fish. With their abundance in fish and bird life some areas appear very suitable 
for the establishment of a national park or wildlife sanctuary. 

(ii) Map Symbol Fdsa (ratings f,d,sIa2 .,,).-This mapping unit covers 6170 
kin2 and occurs usually iu narrow fringes along muddy shores or in estuaries (Plate 
14). It is strongly related to mangrove vegetation growing in areas under tidal influ- 
ences. This tidal flooding also gives rise to undeveloped soils of variable texture, but 
there is in general a clear gradation from coarse to fine on going inland. All soils 
are strongly gleyed, mottled and saline and have a high alkalinity. The mangrove 
vegetation plays an important role in stabilizing the soil and possibly increasing 
aggradation. Raw mangrove peat soils dominate in sheltered areas, for instance near 
the mouth of the Sepik River. Many soils in the mapping unit are being worked con- 
tinuonsly by crabs; the crab mounds, up to 1 m high, are sometimes used for 
gardening. These mounds are particularly common in the Gulf and Central Districts. 

Apart from exploitation of the mangrove forests, which have high timber 
volumes iu some areas, the land has no agricultural potential. At least one area 
should be set aside as a nature reserve or national park, offering a unique environment. 

(u) Land Subject fo Severe Erosion 

(i) Map SyrnbolE(rating e,)-This mapping unit covers 46 100 km2 and is one 
of the most frequently mapped areas in the country (Plate 15). 

It consists of rugged hilly and mountainous terrain, densely dissected by streams 
and with very steep irregular slopes. However, it also contains much less steep terrain 
and narrow alluvial valleys. It covers a wide variety of rocks confined mainly to 
metamorphics and sedimentaries with the exception of limestone. The mainvegetation 
is medium-crowned forest. This great variety of rock type and terrain has resulted in 
a great variety of soils. Young, little to moderately weathered soils, mostly regosols 
and acid brown forest soils (Haantjens 1967), are most common. 

This mapping unit is considered to have no agricultural capability. Tourism 
and recreation might offer some potential in selected areas, but access is a major 
difficulty. 

(ii) Map Syrnbol El (ratings e,l,).-This mapping unit covers 42 020 km2 and 
is found in steeply sloping high-altitude areas throughout the central cordillera 
(Plate 16). I t  is very similar to (u)(i) but shallow stony soils (Lithosols) are more 
common. The vegetation consists mostly of lower montane forest aud grassland. 

I t  is unsuitable for any agricultural use. 
(iii) Map Symbol Erl (ratings e,r,l, ..,).-This mapping unit covers 9530 km2 

and occurs mainly in the rugged mountains of eastern Papua between altitudes of 
1200 and 3000 m (Plate 17). Most of the land consists of very steep mountain ridges 
sloping between 30" and 45", with landslides and slumping features occurring often. 
The main rocks fouud in this mapping unit areultrabasic,metamorpllio and limestone, 
the last being confined mainly to the Western Highlands. Shallow soils, usually litho- 
sols and regosols, are dominant together with relatively high percentages of scree 
material, stones, boulders and rock outcrops. The vegetation consists mainly of lower 
montane forest and extensive grassland areas. 
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This mapping unit has no agricult~~ral potential. It should theerefore be left in 
its natural state and used for recreation, wildlife or water supply protection. 

(iv) Map Symbol Elr (ratings e,13r3).-This mappiug unit covers 7440 km2 
and is found in the rugged lugh mountain areas between 3000 and 5000 m which 
show signs of previous glaciation (Plate 18). Rocks are mainly andesite, granodiorite 
and lnetamorphic rocks. Low temperatures, frequent frosts and high rainfall com- 
bined with steep, unstable slopes have caused weathering to be very slight. There- 
fore lithosols and alpine peat soils dominate in this mapping unit. The alpine peat 
soils are confined mainly to the less steeply sloping terrain. The vegetation consists 
of montane [orest with higher altitudes giving way to alpine grassland and herb fields. 

This land has no agricultural capability, but its scenic beauty appears to offer 
great potential for the tourist industry. Accessibility is a major problem. A national 
park has already been established in the Mt Wilhel~ll area, covering the highest 
inountain in Papua New Guinea. 

TABLE 4 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAPPlNG UNITS IN DOUOATNVILLE DlmRICT (NEW OUINBA) 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km2) area crops crops pastures rice 

N a  
M 
Mn 
D 
Dn 
Ed 
Fdl  
En 
Ena 
E 
Fd 
E 
Fd 
e 
El 
Erl 

V. DISTRIBUTI~N OF MAPPING UNITS OVER DISTRICTS 

(a) General 

In Tables 4-21 the distribution of the mapping units over each of the districts 
in both Papua and New Guinea is shown. Tables 22-29 show the broad distribution 
of suitability levels for arable crops, tree crops, improved pastures and flooded rice 
for each district in square kilometres and percentage area. The calculations in square 
kilometres are based on a dot area grid, 1 dot being equal to 4 km2. Areas with 
very high, high, high to moderate and moderate levels only are discussed. 



TABLE 5 

DTSTRlBUTlON OF MAPPING UNITS IN NEW IRELAND DISTRICT 

Unit %of General suitability for agricultul.e 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km') area crops crops pastures rice 
-~ 

Na nlal or n, 84 0.9 HI HI H H 
D dl  656 6.9 Hi ML VH VH 
En elni 320 3.4 MI HI H N 
E e, 788 8.3 LC M, M N 
Fd fdd, 236 2.5 N N N L 
E en 3000 31.5 N VLI.Z VL N 
Er e4r3 1268 13.3 N N N N 
Fd fAU 5 108 1.1 N N N VL 
Fdsa f d  124 1.3 N N N N 
E es 1916 20.1 N N N N 
EI e51, 1016 10.7 N N N N 

- 
9516 100 

TABLE 6 

DISTKlBUnON OF MAPPING UNlTS IN EAST NEW BRITAIN DISTRICT 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(kmz) area crops crops pastures rice 

0 - 84 0.5 VH, VHI V H  VH 
Na nlal or n, 122 0.7 HI HI H H 
D dl 212 1.1 Hi MI VH VH 
Fd f,d, a, 2 316 1.7 H M  ML-LI H H 
E el 560 3.0 HI VH, VH VL 
Ed e ~ d ,  26 0.1 HI MI VH VL 
Fdz fzdz 70 0.4 LL N M M 
En eznl 192 1 .O MI HI H N 
Ena e~n ,a t  180 1 .O LC MI M N 
E e3 716 3.9 LI MI M N 
Fd f*d, 226 1.2 N N N L 
E e d  6688 36.0 N VLLZ VL N 
Er e4r3 5032 27.1 N N N N 
Fd f5d4 ., 5 90 0.5 N N N VL 
Fdsa f~d.s,aa ., a 18 0.1 N N N N 
E e5 3842 20.7 N N N N 
EI e5Ir 194 I .o N N N N 

- - 
18 568 100 
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TAsLa 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAPPING UNITS IN WEST NEW BRITAIN DISTRICT 

-- 

Unit %of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(kmm') area crops crops pastures rice 

Fdsa 
E 
Lake 

1 . 9  VH, VH, 
0 . 6  HI H, 
1 . 8  HI M, 
0 . 1  HI. M, 
1 . 5  HL-M, MI-L, 
2.3 H, VHz 
4.0 HI M, 

TABLE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OP MAPPING UNITS IN MANUS DISTRICX 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km') area crops crops pastures rice 

Ed e ~ d ,  228 10.2 H, MI VH VL 
E e3 244 10.9 L, M, M N 
Er ed3  1296 58.0 N N N N 
Fd f~d, Or 5 312 13.9 N N N VL 
E e l  156 7 .0  N N N N 

- - 
2236 100 



TABLE 9 
DISTRIBUTION OP MAPPING UNITS IN MOROBE DISTRICT 

Unit . %of General suitability for agriculture 
Synlbol Rating@) arca total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km') area crops craps pastures rice 

0 
Na 
M 
Mn 
D 
Fd 
E 
Mn 
Man 
En 
E 
Fdm 
Frnl 
E 
El 
Er 
Fd 
E 
El 

VH 
H 
H 
H 
V H  
H 
VH 
M 
L 
H 
M 

L-VL 
N 
VL 
VL 
N 
N 
N 
N 

ETI e5r3l1 or 80 0.2 N N N N 
Elr c513rs 772 2.2 N N N N 

TABLE 10 
DISTRIBUTION O? IMAPPINF UNmS IN EASTERN HIGHLANDS DISTRICT 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km3 area crops crops pastures rice 

Mlna 
FI 
Mn 
El 
Edln 
Frm 
E 
El 
E 
El 
Elr 

M 
H 
M 

M-VL 
M-L 
N 
VL 
VL 
N 
N 
N 
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TABLE 11 
DISTRIBLTION OF MAPPINO UNITS IN CHIMBU DISTRICT 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rafing(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km") area crops crops pastures rice 

Dfl d,f& 20 0.3 N N N N 
EI e51, 484 6.7 N N . N  N 
EII ~~1.r. 292 4.1 N N N N 

- - 
7176 I 00 

TABLE 12 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAPPLNG UNlTS IN WESTERN HIGHLANDS DTSmCT 

Unit %of  General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km2) area crops crops pastures rice 

La 
Mlna 
Dlna 
Elna 
Dle 
El 
Dlna 
E 
El 
Er 
Dfl 
El 
Erl 
Elr 

H N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
L N 

M-VL N 
VL N 
VL N 
VL N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
N N 



TABLE 1 3  

D l ~ R m U T I O N  OF MAF'PING UNITS IN WEST SEPIK DISTIUCT 

Unit %of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Ratingfs) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(krn2) area crops crops pasturcs rice 

0 - 508 1.4 VHL VH, VH VH 
Na nlal or n, 596 1.6 HI HI H H 
Mn mlnl 164 0.4 HI-M, Hi-M, H H 
D dl 2156 5.9 HI MI VH VH 
Dn d , n ~  996 2.7 HI MI H H 
Fd f , d ~  oc z 288 0-8 H M  M,-LL H H 
Ella elnlal or a 104 0.3 L, M -  M-L N 
Edna e,d, , ~ n , a ,  480 1.3 L,-VL, LI-VL, M N 
E e3 3328 9.1 LI ML M N 
Edna cadl .. 2 n, 272 0.7 VL,-N vL,-N L-VL N 

a~ or 3 

Dna d,n,a, ,. , 2040 5.6 N N VL H-M 
Df d,fz .. 3 240 0.7 VLx N L V L  M 
Fd f+d4 664 1.8 N N N L 
E e4 9004 24.7 N VLI VL N 
El e411 1516 4.2 N VL,-N VL N 
Er e,h 988 2.7 N N N N 
Fd fsd, N 5 3088 8.5 N N N VL 
Fdsa f5d3s~az0,. 24 0.1 N N N N 
E e,  3920 10.7 N N N N 
EL e,l, 5156 14.1 N N N N 
Erl e5r3L or 280 0.8 N N N N 
EII e513r3 704 1.9 N N N N 

- - 
36516 100 
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TABLE 14 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAPPING UNITS IN EAST SEPlK DISTRICT 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Ratin&) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(kmz) area crops crops vastures rice 

Mn mlnl 132 0.3 I HI-M, H H 
D dl 1100 2.6 HI MI VH V H  
Dn din, 204 0.5 HI  MI H H 
Fd f ~ d ,  .. 2 232 0.6 H,-M, M,-L, H H 
Fdz f2dz 76 0.2 L, N M M 
Edna e,d, ., ,n,a, 264 0.6 L,-VL, L,-VL, M N 
E e, 1096 2 .6  L, MI M N 
Edna e,d, , ~ n ,  136 0 .3  VL,-N VL,-N L-VL N 

a, 
Dna d,n,a, .. 708 1.7 N N VL H-M 
Dmna d,m,n,a, 1696 4.1 N N VL H 
Df d+fz 0, 3 524 1.3 VLI N GVL M 
Demna d+e*m,n,a, 872 2.1 N N VL N 
Fd f4d4 1676 4.0 N N N L 
E e4 11 860 28.4 N VLI,, VL N 
El e,l, 1308 3.2 N VLS-N VL N 
Fd f d d  n7 s 18 656 44.7 N N N VL 
Fdsa f,d,s, 

a, .. . 388 0.9 N N N N 
E e, 580 1.4 N N N N 
Elr e513r4 216 0.5 N N N N 

- - 
41 724 100 



TABLC 15 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAPPrNG UNITS IN MADANG DISTRICI 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating($ area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km2) a ~ e a  crops crops pastures rice 

0 - 1212 4 . 3  VH, VHI VH VH 
Na nlal or n, 156 0 . 6  Hi HI H H 
M m, 476 1.7 HI HI H V H  
Fd ftdi , 2 152 0 .5  Hz-M, MI-LL H H 
Mn m2n, 168 0 .6  M L  Mx M - H 
Fd, fd, 1060 3 .8  MI VLI M M 
Ed, fad, 612 2 . 2  LI N M M 
E e, 724 2 . 6  LI MI M N 
Dna d,n,a, ., , 192 0 . 7  N N VL H-M 
Df d4f2 or 3 108 0 . 4  VL,-N N L-VL M 
Den d4e2n, 1360 4 . 9  N N VL N 
Frm f d 0 1  or 2 244 0 . 9  N N N N 
Fd f&da 1368 4 . 9  N N N L 
E e4 10 156 36.3 N VL,,Z VL N 
El e411 1924 6 . 9  N VLa-N VL N 
Er e4r3 200 0 . 7  N N N N 
Fd f5d4,5 936 3 .3  N N N VL 
E e, 5012 17.9 N N N N 
El e511 1200 4.3 N N N N 
Elr e5l3r3 604 2 . 2  N N N N 
Lake . - 88 0 .3  

- - 
27 952 100 
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TABLE 16 
DlSTRIBUnON OF MAPPING UNlTS IN WESTERN DISTRICT (PAPUA) 

Unit %of Gencral suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating($ area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km2) area CIOPS crops pastures rice 

Mna 
Fd 
Mna 
Dlna 
Fdz 
Ena 
Emna 
Edna 

E 
Df 
Dfmn 

Fdm 
Fdma 

Fd 
E 
El 
Er 
Fd 
Fdsa 
E 
El 
Erl 
Elr 
Lake 

- 

M 
H 
L 
M 
M 
M-L 
M-L 

M 
M 
L V L  

VL-N 
L V L  

N 
N 
VL 
VL 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

H 
H 
L 
N 
M 
N 
N 

N 
N 
M 

M 
L 

L-VL 
L 
N 
N 
N 
VL 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 



TABLE 17 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAPPING UNITS IN GULP DISTRICT 

Unit % of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating($ area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km) area crops crops pastures rice 

Mn 
D 
Fd 
Fdma 
Ena 
Emna 
E 
Dmna 
Df 
Fdm 
Ed 
E 
Er 
Erma 
Fd 
Fdsa 
E 
El 
Erl 

- 

H H 
VH VH 
H H 
M H 
M N 
L N 
M N 
VL H 
L M 
L-VL L 
N L 
VL N 
N N 
N N 
N VL 
N N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
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Tnere 18 

DISTRIBLTION OF MAPPING UNITS IN CENTRAL DISTRICT 
~p ~p 

Unit % of General suitability far agriculture 
Symbol Rating($ area total Arable Trec Improved Flooded 

(kmz) area crops crops pastures rice 

0 
M 
Mn 
Fd 
Fdma 
Ena 
Mn 
Med 
En 
Emn 
Emna 
Dle 
E 
Df 
Dfmn 
Fdm 
Fd 
E 
El 
Erma 
Fd 
Fdsa 
E 
El 
Erl 
Elr 



TABLE 19 

OISTXIBUTION OF MAPPING UNITS IN M n N B  BAY DISTRICT 

Unit %of General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Rating(s) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(knlz) area crops clmps pastures rice 

0 '  - 452 3.1 VH, VH, VH VH 
Na nlal or n, 44 0.3 ' H, HI H H 
R 11 112 0.8 HI VH, VH M 
M 1n 108 0.7 - H, HI H VH 
Mn m t h  40 0.3 HI-M, HI-M, H H 
E e, 340 2.3 HI VHI VH VL 
Ena e,n18i 96 ' 0.6 MI HL H VL 
Ed a,& 316 2.1 HI MI VH VL 
Ena eg ;a l  76 0.5 LI Mi M N 
Rm r3nll or 2 120 0.8 Ll-VL, M,-VL1 M-L N 
E e3 580 4.0 L, M, M N 
Dmna d4m,n,a, 344 2.3 N N V L .  H 
Df d,fz 676 4.6 =I N L M 
Dfmn d,f2m,ni 152 1 .O N N VL M 
Fd f4d4 120 0.8 N N N L 
E e, 3304 22.4 N ' V L I , ~  VL N 
Er e4r3 108 0.7 N N N N~ 
Fd frd, or s 20 0.1 N N N VL 
Fdsa f,d,s,a, .. . 260 1.8 N N N N 
E es 6444 43.7 N . N N N 
EJ' e51i 224 1.5 N N N N 
Erl e5rsl1 Dr 2 820 5.6 N N N N 

- - 
14 756 100 
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Tame 20 
DISTF3BUTION OE MAPPING UNITS IN NORTHERN DISTRICT 

Unit %of General suitability far agriculture 
Syrnbol Ratin&) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(km") area crops - crops pastures rice 

0 - 1200 5.2 VHL VHI VH VH 
Na nlal or n, 368 1.6 H, HI H H 
R Ii 920 4.0 HI  VHI V H  M 
Rna r,n,a, 68 0.3 MI-L, HI-M, H-M M-L 
Mn mlnl 404 1.8 HI-M, HI-M, H H 
D dl 452 2.0 HI  M, VH VH 
Fd f ~ d i  .. z 40 0 2 HL-MI M,-L, H H 
Fdma f,d,m,a, 68 0.3 Mz LL M H 
E el 404 1.8 HI VH, VH VL 
Ar a2r1 108 0 .5  1 . 2  MI,% H M-VL 
Mn manl 132 0.6 MI MI M H 
En eznl 780 3.4 Mi HI  H N 
E e3 1304 5.7 L,,Z MI,Z M N 
Dmna d,m,n,a, 92 0 4 N N VL H 
Df d,fz 364 1.6 VLI N L M 
Fr far3 552 2.4 N N N N 
Fd f+da 824 3.6 N N N L 
E e4 2072 9 o N VLL,, VL N 
El e41, 260 1 1  N VL$-N VL N 
Er e4r. 116 0.5 N N N N 
Fd f3d4 or 5 2080 9.0 N N N VL 
Fdsa f,d,s,a,, 260 1.1 N N N N 
E e, 4544 19.8 N N N N 
EI esll 4168 18.1 N N N N 
Erl e5r911 or 784 3.4 N N N N 
Elr e513ra 596 2.6 N N N N 

- - 
22 960 100 



TAKE 21 

DISTRmUTlON OF MAPPING IR\TTS IN SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS OISTHCI 
- - - 

Unit %of  General suitability for agriculture 
Symbol Ratings) area total Arable Tree Improved Flooded 

(kmz) area crops crops pastures rice 

La 
Dlna 
Elna 
Edna 
E 
El 
Df 
F d  
E 
El 
E1' 
Dfl 
Fd 
El 
Erl 
Elr 
Lake 

H 
M 
M 
M 
M 

M-VL 
L V L  
N 
VL 
VL 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
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(6) Suitabiliy for Arable Crops 

Mean figures of 1.2 % of the total area of Papua and I . O  % of New Guinea, or 
2640 and 2320 km2 respectively, are considered to have a very high capability for 
arable crops (Tables 22 and 23; Fig. 4), but this is very unevenly distributed over the 
districts. In Papua these areas are found only in the Northern, Central and Mihe 
Bay Districts, while in New Guinea they are concentrated in the Madmg, West Sepik, 
and West New Britain Districts. 

Areas with a high capability for arable crops cover 1.5% (3530 km2) of the 
total area of Papua and 5.6% (13 400 kmz) of New Guinea. In Papua by far the 
largest areas occur in the Northern and Milne Bay Districts.. In New' Guinea the 
largest areas are found in the West Sepik District, followed by the Bougainville District 
which also has the highest percentage of land with a high capability for arable crops 
of all the districts (26.7%). 

Areas with high to moderate and moderate capabilities cover 7 .5  % of Papua 
(16 930 km2) and 2.3% (5400 km2) of the total area of New Guinea. Except for the 
Sontherii Highlands they are found in all Districts of Papua, particularly the Western 
District (6.1 % of the total area). The New Guinea areas occur mainly in the Madang 
and Morobe Districts. 

Based on this assessment 10.2% of the total area of Papua and 8.9% of that of 
New Guinea appear suitable for arable crops. 

(c) Suitability for Tree Crops 

Mean total figures of 1.9% ( 4 4 1 0 h 2 )  in Fapua and 1 .4% (3380 km2) in 
New Guinea are assessed to have very high capability for tree crops (Tables 24 and 
25; Fig. 5). In Papua by far the largest area is located in the Northern District, the 
other areas occurring in the Central and Milue Bay Districts. The largest areas in 
New Guinea occur in the Madang District and New Britain. 

Areas with a high capability cover a total of 0.9% (1990 km" in Papua and 
2.4% (5680 kmz) in New Guinea. The largest area in Papua is again found in the 
Northern District. The largest areas in New Guinea occur mainly in the Bougainville 
and Morobe Districts. 

A total of 9.5% (21 450 km2) in Papua and 8 .0% (19 040 km2) in New Guinea 
is considered to have a big11 to moderate, high to low or moderate capability for tree 
crops. Thevery high figures for Papua are due almost solely t'o thevery high percentage 
of this land in the Western District, with other significant areas occurring in the Gulf 
and Northern Districts. In New Guinea the areas are more evenly distributed over 
the districts with the exception of the Highlands Districts. The largest areas occur 
in the East and West Sepik, New Britain, Bougainville and New Ireland Districts. 

These figures indicate that 12.3 % of the total land area of Papua and 11.8 % 
of New Guinea might be suitable for tree crops. 

(d) Suitability for Improved Pastures 

Total areas of 2.3 % (5210 km2) of Papua and 4.0 0/, (9500 kmZ) of New Guinea 
are assessed to have a very high capability for improved pastures (Tables 26 and 27; 
Fig. 6). In Papua the areas are almost the same as those discussed in the previous 
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Very hlgh to hrgh potential m .  
High-moderate to moderate potential 

Fig. 4.-Areas with potential for arable crops. 
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TABLE 
SUITABILITY FOR TREE 

Di~trict Cspa- 
Very high High High- Hi& Moderate Moderat- Maderatb 

madeiate low low "cry low 
(km21 (%I (kmZ) (%I (km2) (jlJ (hm21(%l (km'l (%I C-21 (%I (kmz) (%I 

GulF 196 0.5 2584 7 1  4.7 
Central 986 6.2 592 1.9 412 1.3 428 1.4 102 0 - 3  
MiloeBay 904 6.2 248 1 . 6  40 0 .3  972 6 -6  120 0.8 
Northern 2524 11.0 1148 5 .0  472 2.1 1996 8.7 40 0.2 
Southern 68 0.4 156 0.9 

Highlands 
Tofrl 4414 1.9 1988 0'9 1120 0.5 68 fr 20264 9.0 35826 15.9 I20 tr 
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bility 
Moderate- Low Lo$"- Very low Very lo>v- 

nil "Cry 10," nil 
(km? (%I (h2) I%)  (km2)(%l I A (!-I? (%I 

Nil Total 

Cake 452 0.4) 
23 196 63.6 36496 100 
21 008 66.8 31 464 100 
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Very high to high potential 

High-moderate potential 

I 

Fig. 5.-Areas with potential for tree crops. 
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High-moderate to moderate potential 

Fip. 6.-Areas with potential far improved pastures. 
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section (very high capability for tree crops), except that the values are on the whole 
slightly higher. In New Guinea the largest areas occur in the Sepik, New Britain and 
Madaug Districts. 

Areas with a high pasture capability cover a total of 2.3 % (5220 km2) of Papua 
and 4.1 % (9780 km2) of New Guinea. The largest Papuan areas occur in the Gulf, 
Northern and Central Districts. In New Guinea they are found mainly in the 
Bougainville and West Sepik Districts. 

Areas with a moderate capability for improved pastures cover 10.1 % (22 860 
km2) of Papua and 6.2% (14 720 km2) of the total area of New Guinea. In Papua 
most of this land is concentrated in the Western District with other areas in the 
Gulf, Central, Northern and Southern Highlands Distlicts. In New Guinea these 
areas are more evenly distributed over the districts, although expressed as percentages 
they still vary between 1.7% of the area of the Eastern Highlands and 12.9 % of the 
total area of the Bougainville District. 

These figures indicate totals of 14.7% of Papua and 14.3% of New Guinea 
which could be suitable for pastures. 

(e )  Suitubility for Flooded Rice 

Total areas of 1.6 % (3590 km2) of Papua and 3.5 % (8300 km2) of New Guinea 
are assessed to have a very high capability for flooded rice (Tables 28 and 29; Fig. 7). 
In Papna the largest areas are found in the Northern and Central Districts while in 
New Guinea they occur mainly in the West Sepik and Madang Districts. 

Areas with a high capability cover 7.4% (16 630 km2) of Papua and 4.0% 
(9460 km2) of New Guinea. The largest areas occur in the Western District covering 
over 10 000 km2 or almost 70% of the total area with this suitability in Papua. The 
most significant occurrences in New Guinea are located in the East and West Sepik, 
Bougainville and Morobe Districts. 

Areas with a high to moderate and/or moderate capability total 4.7% (16 850 
km2) of Papua and 2.7% (6530 km2) of the total area of New Guinea. In Papua 
most of this land, like other areas with a high capability, is located in the Western 
District. In New Guinea the largest occurrences are found in both East and West 
Sepik and Madang Districts. 

In total these figures show that 13.7% of the total area of Papua and 10.2% of 
New Guinea might be suitable for flooded rice-growing. 

( f )  Relafionsl?ips betil'een Populafion Densities and Mapping Units 

Table 30 and Fig. 8 show the district populations and population densities per 
square kilometre. Because of the dominant subsistence agricultural land use (Plate 19) 
in Papua New Guinea it can be expected that the distribution of population will be 
related to environmental factors. In other words, the bighest population densities 
should be found in areas with favourable climates and fertile well-drained soils, and 
free of endemic diseases. Fig. 8 clearly shows that the highest population densities 
occur in the Highlands Districts, Maprik-Lumi arca, Gazelle Peninsula, Trobriand 
Islands and Bougainville. A comparison of Fig. 8 wit11 Figs 4 and 5 shows that with 
a few exceptions there is very little correlation between population density and 
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I 

Very htgh to hrgh potential .I., 
High-moderate to moderate potential 

c 
Fig 7.-Areas with potential for flooded rice, 
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suitability of land for agriculture. The indications are therefore much stronger that 
the high populatiou densities of the Highlauds are the result of the better climate and 
the almost non-existence of diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis. A comparison 
of Fig. 8 with Fig. 3 (low-rainfall areas) indicates in addition that the highest popula- 
tion densities occur in the lower-rainfall areas with a seasonal rainfall distribution. 
There are, however, ~iotable exceptions such as the southern part of the Western 
District and the Cape Vogel area. Brookfield and Hart (1971) have pointed out that 
malaria might be a significant factor influencing the population distribution. 

TARLE 30 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA-POPULATION AND DENSITY OF DISTMCTS* 

District Population Population density 
per km' 

Bougainville 78 066 8.4 
New Ireland 53 467 5.6 
East New Britain 99 846 5.4 
West New Britain 62 015 3.6 
Manus 23 250 10.4 
Morobe 238 363 6.9 
Eastern Highlands 253 666 24.4 
Chimhu 190 102 26.5 
Western Highlands 344 772 14.7 
West Sepik 102 118 2.8 
East Sepik 207 219 5.0 
Madang 192 380 6.9 
Western 67 644 0.7 
Gulf 71 268 2.0 
Central 166 921 5.3 
Milne Bay 111 211 7.5 
Northern 62 695 2.7 
Southern Highlands 206 879 12.4 

*Population figures obtained from Papua New Guinea 
A m a l  Report (Anon. 1974). Density per km' calculated from dot 
grid totals of each district. 

However, again there are exceptions such as the Maprik area, which has a high 
incidence of malaria. The Gazelle Peninsula and Trobriaud Islands appear to be less 
malarial than other low land areas. Brookfield and Hart (1971) suggest that in the 
Gazelle Peninsula this might be ascribed to the presence of highly permeable ash soils 
and a regular rainfall, but they rightly indicate that very similar areas along the north 
coast of New Britain are thinly populated. The subject is extremely complex and it is 
very difficult to draw generalized conclusions about the factors which influence the 
population distribution. 

The population of Papua New Guinea is almost certainly increasing, but the 
rate is not known (van der Kaa 1972). If the population continues to grow this might 
have ser i~us  implications for the Highlands District if no alternative non-agricultural 
sources of income can be found. Population pressures and the ii~troduction of cash 
crops, for which the best land is often used, have already resulted in a marked decrease 



. ~ 

Fig. 8.-keas with high population densities (after Ford 1974). 
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of the shifting cultivation rotation cycle. This has affected crop yields and has 
increased the rate of erosion of the subsistence gardens usually found on sloping 
terrain sometimes with slopes of over 40". It is fortunate that, as shown in the 
figures and tables, other areas have excellent resources combined with very low 
population densities, aud these might offer excellent possibilities for resettlement 
schemes for the Highlands people. 
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APPENDIX I 
ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OP SOME CROPS GROWN IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

(Crops atranged in alphabetical order. Source: Purseglove 1968, 1972) 

Crop Altitude Mean temp. Rainfall Soils Comments 
(m) ("0 (mm) 

Avocado 0-1500 21-32 1500-3000 Well drained; pH 5.0-7.0. Various textures, Very sensitive to poor drainage. Liable to 
hut loanls preferred wind damage 

Banana 0-1500 21-32 1500-3000 Well drained; pH 5-0-7.0. Various textures Evenly distributed rainfall preferable. Fungal 
diseases limit some varieties in wetter areas 

Cardamom 600-1000 16-26 2000-3000 Well drained; pH 5.5-6.5. Various textures, Preferably grown under rain forest shade 
but loams preferred 

Cashew W800 24-32 1000-1500 Well drained; pH 4.5-6-5. Sandy soils most Often grows on hill slopes too dry and stony 
suitable for other crops hi 

Cassava 0-1800 20-32 1000-5000 Well drained; pH 5.0-7.0. Coarse and Tolerant of drought. Will produce crop on 
medium textures exhausted soils unsuitable for any other 6 

production 
Castor 0-1800 ZU-32 1000-1500 Well drained; pH 5 0 - 7 0 .  Coarse and Needs drier period for ripening of fruit. @ 

medium textures Heavy rainfall should be avoided 
Citrus 0-1800 18-32 1000-3000 Well to imperfectly drained; pH 5.0-8.0. Climate too humid or too wet, not suitable 

Various textures, hut loams preferred because of pests. Limes and pomelos grow 
best at low altitudes, other varieties best at 
high altitudes 

Cocoa 0-600 21-32 1500-4000 Well drained; pH 5.5-6.5. Best well- Evenly distributed rainfall most suitable 
structured soil with medium to coarse tex- 
twes 

Coconut 0-600 21-32 1500-4000 Well to imperfectly drained; pH 5.0-8.0. Tolerates saline conditions. Preferably long 
Various textures dry season 

Coffee 100-1800 15-24 1500-3000 Well drained; pH 5.5-6.5. Various textures, Usually grown under shade. Intolerant of 
(arabica) but loams preferred water-logging 

Coffee 0-1000 21-32 1500-3000 Well ,to imperfectly drained; pH 5.0-6.5. Usually grown under shade 
(robusta) Various textures 
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~ O P  Altitude Mean temp. Rainfall 
(m) (T) (mm) 

Soils Comments 

Rice (upland) 0-800 

Rubber 0-600 

Sorghum 0-1800 

Soya bean 0-1800 

Sugarsane 0-300 

Sweet potato 0-2700 

Taro 0-1500 

Tea 600-1 800 

Vanilla 0-800 

Yam 0-1500 

Well to imperfectly drained; pH 5.5-6.5. Yields generally less than flooded rice 
Medium to 6ne textures 

Well to imperfectly drained; pH 4.0-8.0 Areas with seasonal climates not ideal. 
(5.0-6.0 optimumn). Various textures Tolerates relatively poor soils and is less 

susceptible to poor drainage than oil palm 
and coconut. Not too much morning rain 

Well drained; pH 5.5-7.5. Various textures Prefers dry season. Requires phosphate 
fertilizers 

Well drained: vH 5-0-6.5. Coarse to medium Prefers climate with llronounced dry season " 
textures for ripening m 

Well to im~erlectly drained; pH 5-0-7.5. Needs dry season for harvesting and ripening 
prefers he& soils of crop 

Various textures period 
Well to imperfectly drained; pH 5.0-6.5. Well-distributed rainfall. Frost-free growing 

Well to poorly drained; pH 5.0-7.0. Various Requires relatively fertile soils 
textures 

Well drained; pH 4.5-6.0. Deep permeable Prefers evenly distributed rainfall. In high- 
various-textured soils lands at present grown on reclaimed peat 

swamps 
Well drained; pH 5.0-6.5, Various textures Needs drier period for ripening and harvesting. 

Very sensitive to variations in soil that 
affect flavour and aroma 

Well drained; pH 5.5-7.0. Various textures, Needs growing under shade trees. Prefers 
but prefers light friable soils evenly distributed rainfall 

Well to imperfectly drained; pH 5.0-7.0, Tolerant of drought and stony soils 
Various textures 



Fig. I.--lea is .rniiooll> bccwnin: a n  irnp~i~t; ini  c \ l~as l  ~iln>il~ici. Sessral I , I I - ~ C  c i t n t ~ s  have been 
started by expatriate a\rners i n  tlie \\aligi iallc? and on tlic fan plain, of the \Vestel-n Highlands 
District !\,here the climate has proved very favourable for the growth o i  tea. Soine indigenous 
farmers ha\c now also commenced %ro\\,ing tea on small plats of their gardens. Papua N e w  Guinca's 
tea production \ \as planned to reach approximately 7000 tonnes by 1974'75. (Photograph courtesy 

Papua New Guinea Department of Inlormation and Extension Services.) 

Fig. ?-At prciini LC?!  litllc sic< I, pl-ii~l~lccd in I'alw;~ Xi.\\ Cuincn nnil L ~ I C  cotmil-> Ii;ls to  spend 
lar.eamounts on importi. I lo\\e!cr. these ~ V C  several large area, \\hich otfsr oood lpsorpccts for rice 
prorluction. This photogl-aph shons experiments wit11 flooded rice at Bubia Agricultural Research 
Centre ncar Lac. (Phatograpl~ conricsy Papica Nru Guinea Dcpartmcnt o f  Information and 

Extension Sccviccs.1 



CSIRO AUST. LASD RES. SER. NO. 36 PLATE 2 

Fig. 1.-P>rethl-urn is the only crop ruitablc fill- l i ish-altiiudc area, betaccn 1800 and 2700 m. It 
\\as introduced in  the late 11150s as a possible cash crop but has becn only moderately successful 
because of fluctuating prices and difficulties in transporting i t  to the processing mill. (Photograph 

courtesy Papua New Guinea Department of Information and Extension Services.) 

Fig. 2.-Na (ra1in.c n,a, or n , ) .  Loohins daun  on the * l is l~t l? disiectrd inn surliccs on the southern 
side o f  the Ranw River ahic l i  have stl-onsly neathered red and brown clay soils. The tegetation is 

rnainlv alluvial forest and grassland. This land has a high capability for agricultore. 



hl (rating m a ) .  U~3liited coliil ICII:$CC- ITCCLII 111 a 1011.' ~ i i i i i i n \  311.1p along the north coast of thc 
I-luon Peninsula. The rate of oplifi o i  thcsc tsrracss ihai heen csicuiated at appi.osimntely 3 m per 
1000 years. The!. form flat to \.cry gently sloping platforms separated from each other by stepped 
rocky surfaces. Soils she\\. a strong variation from the lo\\e*t to rhe highcst terraces, rendrinas 
occ~lrrinz on the loner. terra rossas on the n:iddle and lhuavy plastic sticky clay soils on the upper 

terraces. 



CSIRO Ausr. LAND RES. SER. NO. 36 PLATE 4 

D (rating r l , )  Ruha I,land and 111s nilr lhe~n L.aail of Hm~g;i~n\ill- arc. Inl-gel?. mad< 1111 of an  
upwarped Pleistocene coral rccf. Thii  \ i t \ \  o i  ihu cast coast oi Brlha Island sho\\s the clial-acteristic 
densely culti\,ated pattern of ooconitt plantations. sardens and reSro\\lh on thc rcd sticky plastic 

clay sails. After colfee. copra is the second tarzest export commodity of Papua Net\- Goinez. 



F d  (rating, f,ci, ., , I .  Rcccnl ,lablc nIlil\i:!l plain, ,ili~yecr ro ncl- icaion 11,xrdlng anil with un- 
developed stratified allu\inl soil5 occiir thl-c,t~ghool the ccouniry. I n  this pi~otograph. taken in  the Gu l f  
District. imperfectly to poorly drained land n i t h  medium-crawned forest is shoun together with 

s\\nmpy sago patches in the forc:round. This land appears bcst suitcd for flooded rice. 



Dlna (ratingi d,l ,n,a,) .  Gently ondulstin. ash plains arc common in thc Hishlands. 'Ihuie plains 
are both poorly and well to impcrfcctl? drained. The better-drained parts include some of the best 
land in the Highlands and are intensively used for almost permanent sweet potato cultivation. 
Garden preparation involves complete tillage and heaping of the tilled soil into mounds usually 
2 .5  m in diameter, 0 .5  rn high and 1-1-5 m apart. Compost is added to the centre of the mounds 
which are planted either wholly with sweet potato or \\,ith lesser amounts of other crops. Land 
selected for gardening is generally under iMireonrhr~s grassland. Most gardens are fenced by cordy- 
lines and casuarinas that are specifically planted for this purpose. Some casuarina groves can be seen 

an  the top right-hand side of this picture. 



Edna (r,ilirl:s c2d,  ,,, 2 t ~ j z ~ ,  1. I.<,\\ ~ I C C ~ ~ ~ C I ~ I ~ I I  11111 r~dge,  !,.it11 , l > ; i ~  1, C?C,I, ;IIICI , l t ~~ ,~~>cc l  ,I<Ic ,lc)jlesare 
common in the Sepik Dislricts. The? haic iormcd on redimcntary rocks and ate coieicd by mid- 
height grassland niih rcmnanis of iorest with sazo in The undcrstorcy in the rallcys These areas 

are best suited for grazing. 



Dlc (rating d,l,e,). Hish-allitode volcanic plateaux corer small areas o i  the Highlands. This view 
sho\\.s the Sugarloaf area in the \\'estcrn Highlands. Because of the high altitude and cold air 

drainage much of this country carries alpine or lo\ver montane grassland. 



CSIRO AUST. LAND RES. SER. NO. 36 

Demna (ratings d,e,n~,n,a,l. I.nn I~III! tzrrai~l  nil11 modcrnt; slul>er on Plc~~toccnc 3cdiments and 
\\it11 poorly drained, s t ron~ l?  \<rathered texture-contrast soils is found in  the Last Scpik District. 
A sirang microrclicf is associated with this landscape and is thought to have been caused by earth- 

\vorl11 activitv. 



Fdma (ratings f,d,m,a, ., ,). Paorl? drained sedge-frassland Rats uhich becamc inundated during 
the \\.el season are characrcristic of the \Vestern District. A typical feature of thcsc Rats is terrnilaria 
that reach heiehts of more than 3 m. A rim of low. thin-stemmed ,\le/olerreo-Bn,r/irin-Gre~iilleo 
savanna commonly occurs between sedge-grassland on the flats and tall mined savanna on the better- 
drained surraundinp slightly undulating terrain. Impcrfcctly to  ~ o o r l y  drained texture-contrast soils - ~ ~.~ 

with heavy plastic red and grey mottled subsoils are the typical soils for these Rats. 



Fd  (ratings fadi). Thc allu~l;ll llaod-pinln o i  ihc I ~ ~ n c i -  Ramu Kirer has lnrpe areas 01' Sreqoently 
flooded poorly to very poorly drained land. This photograph shoas  a gcneral view of the meandering 

river a i t h  its scrolls, ic\.ess, back plains and oxbo\vs. 



CSIRO AUST. LAND RES. SER. NO. 36 PLATE 12 

El (ratings c,l,l. Steeply slopins mountainous terrain at alt~todcs betnecn 2100 and 2400m is 
cowred mainly by lower montane forest. In this photograph the rugged mountains of the Kubor 

Range in the Western Hiphlands are shoon. 



Fd ( r a t i ng  i,il, ., ~ i .  S ~ a ~ n p !  or \,cry poorly drained Rood-plains subject ro f r c q ~ ~ e n ~  Iluoding ;Ire 
most conlrnon along the major rivers. This aerial photozraph shou,s the fan-shaped scroll complcxcr 
made up of interlockins groups of meander scrolls and abandoned nleanders along the Strickland 
River. Eatcnsivc back s\vamps, partly shown in the top left and bottom rizht corncrs, flank the scroll 
complexes. (Photograph is Crown Copyright and has bccn made available by courtesy of the Director 

of National Mapping, Canberra.) 



Fdsa (ratings f,d,s,a2 .. 31. Suarnp?. lo\\-lying mangrove flats subject to tidal flooding occur 
frequently in deltas. They are most common in the Gulf and Central District. Mound-building 
crabs play an important role in accretion in this environment. The crab mounds are of conical shape 
and the largest are 1 . 5  m high with 2.5 m basal diameter. The mounds are abundant adjacent to 
tidal channels, decreasing rapidly in numbers away from the channels. Man's ingenuity has resulted 
in the use of the crab mounds for gardens. This photograph, taken at high tide, shows bananas, 

sweet potatoes, sugar-cane and coconuts planted on the mounds. 



CSIRO Ausr. LAXI) RLS. SER. NO. 36 PLATE 15 

E (ratins u,). Ooc o i r i ~ c  rnoii c o n ~ ~ m . n  nlnpping ilnil, i\ mounlainousand hilly terrain nil11 dominant 
slopes of 30 or inoie. The knife-edged ridgcs and spllrs with \'-shaped \,alleys shown here occur 

near Raharaha in the Milne Bay District on sedimentary rocks. 



CSIRO AUST. LAND RES. SER. NO. 36 PLATE 16 

El (ratinpi e,l,) and Frm (ralinsr f41-,m, ,.. , I .  The deepl? dircrclrd slopcs of t l ~ c  Saruwaped 
Mountains arc broken by trunk strcams. On entering the Markham valley they have thrown up 

large fans consisting of coarse gravclly material. 



CSlRO Ausr. LAND Rrs. SER. NO. 36 PLATE 17 

E l  ( e l .  ~ I I C  ;tcu\i. \olcnnc> 111 R:!gann in Bint_mii~\illc c~m,is!s m;l~nl\ a i  very steep debris 
slopes and lam tloivs devoirl of an? \rsrtaiion. Steolii is still being cmiited. N~lees ardentes ,\,ere 
produced by Mt  Ragana in 1950 and 1951. The lava tlo\vs display a surface composed entirely of 

angular blocks and rubble. 



CSlRO Ausr. LAND RES. SER. NO. 36 PLATE 18 

Elr (ratings e,l,r,). Very stccp slopes at  aliilodes beitfen 3000 and 5000 m combined n,ith high 
rainfall, lo\\, temperatures and occasional lrosts lha\,e caused weathering to be slight. This photo- 
graph shows a view from the summit ridge of Mt Wilhelm into a glacial valley with stepped cirque 
lakes and moraines. The vegetation is sparse a t  this altitude and an  the summit is limited to rock 

crevices. Lower down, alpine grassland and montane rain forest occur. 



The bucll-liillau 0 1  \hlt'iing culti\;li~cin I \  riic mo,t piaciiscd 11,1111 of inrllgznous ;tgl ~cultili-c in Papua 
Net,, Guinea. Its niain purppse is to  restore thc plzint nutrients to thc soil during the long fallo\v 
period. In  the lo\\lands, a clearing is cut, usually only 0.2-0-5 ha in sire, by felling the stnall trees 
and ring-barking the larger ones. The cut material is left to  dry out and is then burnt. This burn is 
never complete and leai'es tree stumps and many logs. Crops are planted haphazardly, mainly wit11 
the digging stick rnakinga small hole for each plant and sometimes roughly loosening the soil around 

the holc. Food crops shown in this photograph are taro, bananas and sugar-cane. 
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